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ABSTRACT 

Let X » L^(fi) be the Banach space of Lebesgue integrable 

functions on a set of finite measure, K the cone of 

nonnegative functions in L^(ji) and Z(X) be the Banach 

algebra of bounded linear operators on X. We also let Z*(X) 

denote the positive operators vith respect to the cone K in 

Z(X). Consider the special class of Siccati equations 

R'(t) + TR(t) + R(t)T = TA(t) + TB(t)R(t) 

+ R(t)TC(t) + R(t)TD(t)R(t) (1.1a) 

R(0) = 0, (1.1b) 

vhere A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t) are operators in ^*(X) and T 

is an unbounded and positive operator, vhlch can generate an 

analytically contractive semigroup. The main results give 

conditions under vhich (1) has a strongly mild solution 

locally and conditions under vhich (1) has a strongly mild 

solution globally. Also some qualitative results are 

obtained, such as local extendability beyond any interval on 

vhich the solutions are bounded, and continuity in the sense 

of certain norms. The results of the analysis of (1) are 

applied to the reflection kernels vith both Isotropically 

scattering homogeneous and anisotropically scattering 

inhomogeneous medium. 
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CmSTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Description of the Problem 

Let X > L^(|L) be the Banach space of Lebesgue 

integrable functions on a set vith finite measure, K the 

cone of nonnegative functions in L^(|i), and further let Z(X) 

be the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on X. We 

also let Z^(X) denote the positive operators vith respect to 

the cone K in Z(X). When ve vish to distinguish betveen 

uniform and strong operator topologies on l(X) 
[respectively, ^(X)], ve do so by using subscripts Z^(X) 

[resp.ZQ'*'(X)] and lj^*(X) [resp.Z^(X)]. Consider the special 

class of Riccati equations 

R'(t) + TR(t) + R(t)T - TA(t) + TB(t)R(t) 

+ R(t)TC(t) + R(t)TT)(t)R(t), (1.1a) 

vith initial condition 

R(0) - 0, (1.1b) 

vhere A(t), B(t), C(t), D(t) and R(t) are in Zt(X), and T is 

unbounded and positive vith respect to the cone K. This 

equation models a type of problem arising in transport 

theory, as ve shall discuss later in more detail. 



Consider the class of positive and bounded operators 

A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t) that are dominated, for all t, 

by the operator E, defined by 

E(x) - (c/2)||x||e, (1.2) 

vith c a positive real number and e a function being 

identically equal to 1. Let T be an unbounded and positive 

operator that can generate an analytically contractive 

semigroup and further satisfies T[xy] = T[x]y for all x in X 

and y in X* - L*(|L) and (T +XI)"^ is positive vith respect 

to the cone K for all X k 0. Uhder these conditions, ve 

vill shov that there exists a unique, strongly mild solution 

of (1.1) locally. It vill be also shovn that for c ^ 1, as 

defined in (1.2), there exists a global strongly mild 

solution. 

1.2 Outline of the Dissertation 

The description of the problem vas given in Section 

1.1. Some background and previous related vork are collected 

in Section 1.2. Chapter II has a preliminary character. In 

Section 2.1 ve collect a broad range of information from 

functional analysis and introduce adjoint Banach algebras. 

The objective in Section 2.2 is to give a self-contained 

introduction to the Bochner integral and its properties. In 

Section 2.3 ve collect the needed results from semigroup 

theory. A space endoved vith a cone structure, along vith 

positive operators defined on it, vill be Introduced in 

Section 2.4. Moreover, vith the help of partial ordering by 

means of such a cone, ve vill be able to generalize the 

classical sense of the monotonic properties in terms of the 



derivative, for a space vith a cone structure. This 

monotonicity result along vith the Monotone Convergence 

Theorem that is needed in Lemma 4.4.5 are the the reasons 

that ve require the Bochner integral, as discussed in 

Section 2.2, rather than the analog of the Riemann integral 

for functions having the values in a Banach space, as 

developed, for example, in [1]. Chapter III is devoted to 

giving conditions under irtiich the linear initial-value 

problem, 

R'(t) + TR(t) + R(t)T = 0, 

(1.3) 

R'(0) - RQ. 

has a uniform solution and under vhich (1.3) has a strong 

solution. The approach in Chapter III is quite general. 

Thus, the underlying space X used is sliqily a Banach space 

and is not required to be a L^((i). Hovever, the property of 

L-norm (see Definition 2.4.11) and the fact that the 

identity operator is required to be bounded are needed in 

studying (1.1). The results established in Chapter YI are 

thus restricted in the case that the underlying space is 

L^(^). The first four Sections in Chapter lY contain the 

main results, namely tvo theorems that shov the existence 

and uniqueness of a local solution to (1.1) for any c > 0, 

via the vell-knovn Contractive Mapping Theorem and global 

exietexice for c JC i, using cone preservation techniques, 

respectively. In Section 4.5 ve study matters relating to 

dependence of a solution of (1.1) upon t. Specifically, the 

main results are local extendability beyond any interval on 

vhich the solution is bounded and continuity in the sense of 

certain norms. Chapter Y is concerned vith applications. 



Tvo physical models leading to a problem of the form (1.1) 

are given. Some concluding remarks are given in Chapter YI. 

i.3 Background and Previous Related Work 

A concrete physical model, the integrodifferential 

equation satisfied by the reflecton kernel for particle 

transport vith isotropically scattering homogeneous medium, 

leading to (1.1) vas first studied by Bailey [2] and Meyer 

[31, and recently by Nelson [4] and Juang [4,51. The 

existence results of Bailey [21, hovever, seem essentially 

limited to isotropic scattering. Meyer [31 treated only the 

corresponding problem vith the directional variable 

constrained to lie (in absolute value) above some positive 

number. This corresponds, for the abstract problem (1.1), 

to the situation vhere T is bounded. The techniques in 

[4,51, which vere first introduced by Nelson [61, should 

generalize fairly readily to anisotropic scattering. 

Moreover, Nelson and Juang [41 obtained some regularity 

results, such as continuity in the sense of certain norms 

and local extendability. The aim of the present vork is to 

develop an abstract counterpart of the methodology of [41 to 

apply to a class of abstract Riccati equations having 

unbounded coefficients. 

There exists a considerable body of literature on the 

finite-dimensional scalar and matrix Riccati equation. We 

refer to the monograph of Reid [71 for a comprehensive study 

of its properties and its role in the theory and application 

of ordinary differential equations, as veil as a 

bibliography that is reasonably comprehensive through 1970. 

The material by Meyer (Chapter I of [31) summarized those 

features of the general theory that bear on the development 



of invariant imbedding. 

Existence theorems for infinite-dimensional Riccati 

equations vith unbounded coefficients in the linear terms 

have been obtained by various authors such as Da Prato 

[8,91, Lukes and Russell [101, Lions [111, Temam [121, 

Curtain and Pritchard [131, Tartar [141, Kuiper and Shev 

[151,and Kuiper [161. The earliest vork seems to be due to 

Lions [ill. Yia a theorem on the existence of an optimal 

control, he vas led to an existence result for vhat 

essentially are distributional solutions of initial-value 

problems of the form 

R' = A(t)R + RB(t) + RC(t)R + D(t), 0 < t < T, (1.4a) 

R(0) = RQ. (1.4b) 

Tartar [141 obtained the existence of distributional 

solutions to more general equations of the form 

R' = AR + RB + <I>(R), (1.5a) 

R(0) = RQ (1.5b) 

and also obtained many qualitative results, including 

certain regularity results, such as strong continuity from 

the right, and a prioi estimates. Curtain and Pritchard 

[131 obtained the existence of veak solutions for (1.4). 

Temam [121 addressed distributional solution of (1.4) vithin 

the spaces of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Kuiper and Shev 

[151, by restricting themselves to the space of compact 

operators, vere able to obtain uniform solutions of (1.5), 

thus extending certain results of Temam. They also obtained 



existence of strong solutions for (1.4), hence strengthening 

the results of Curtain and Pritchard. Kuiper [161 w»s able 

to extend the results of [151 to a more general setting, 

i.e., a reflexive Banach space. Hovever, in the above 

treatments of the abstract Riccati equation, allovance vas 

made for unbounded coefficients in the linear terms, but 

some restriction vas placed on the nonlinear term. More 

specifically, in those vorks that treat a true 

infinite-dimensional Riccati operator equation, (i.e., 

[10-13,151) the coefficient operator appearing in the 

quadratic term is required to be bounded, vhile those that 

replace the quadratic term by a more general nonlinearity 

(i.e., [8,9,14,161) require that the latter be defined, as a 

bounded operator, on some open subset of the associated 

Banach algebra of bounded linear operators. Hence, none of 

these results seem applicable to (1.1). For detailed 

reasons see [41. In the present vork, ve deal vith a 

special class of Riccati equations vith a rather restricted 

initial condition and underlying space, but the coefficient 

operator appearing in the quadratic term is alloved to be 

unbounded or the domain of such an operator contains just 

the zero element. Moreover, ve obtain results on a space 

that is not reflexive. 



CHAPTER II 

PRELIMINARIES 

In this chapter ve collect, for ease of later 

reference, a number of vell-knovn results. Most of the 

results collected can be found in [17-231. Some concepts 

are introduced. 

2.1 Results from Functional Analvsis 

Some material from functional analysis that is needed 

for later development is provided. For instance, the items 

2.1.1 through 2.1.5 deal vith closed and closable operators. 

The items 2.1.6 through 2.1.9 define the spectrum and the 

numerical range of an operator T from a Banach space X to X. 

The adjoint operators and their properties are given in 

items 2.1.10 through 2.1.18. 

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. We recall that an 

operator T from X to Y is said to be closable if T has a 

closed extension. We are thus led to the criterion : 

Theorem 2.1.1 T is closable if and only if u^ 6 Doaain 

(T), u^ -> 0 and TUj^ -• v imply v - 0. 

Theorem 2.1.2 If an operator from X to Y is invertible, 

then T"^ is closed if and only if T is closed. 
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We also record the vell-knovn (e.g.. Theorem 4.13-2 of 

[16]) Closed Graph Theorem. 

Theorem 2.1.3 A closed operator T from X to Y vith closed 

domain is bounded. 

Theorem 2.1.4 (of. Theorem 4.13-5 of [161) Let T : D(T) 

contained in X -» Y be a bounded operator. If T is closed, 

then D(T) is a closed subset of X. 

Example 2.1.5 An example of an unbounded but densely 

defined closed operator : Let X » Y = L(0,11, the set of 

Lebesgue integrable functions on (0,11. Let D be the set of 

all x(t) G X such that t-* (l/t)x(t) 6 X, and let T be the 

linear operator on D(T) » D defind by [Txlt = (l/t)x(t). 

Then T is not continuous, since, for 

n/(n-l) 1/n i t s 1 

Xn(t) «/ n - 1,2,3, 

] 0 < t < 1/n 

IUn<t)ll - 1' and I ITx̂ l I » n(lnn)/(n-l), but T is closed. 
In fact, let {Xĵ } be in D(T), Xjj-> x and TXjj -* y. Then Tx 
y is justified by the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem and x E 
D(T). Consider 

Xn(t) = 

rx(t) 

Lo 

1/n :£ t £ 1 

0 < t < 1/n 
, vhere x(t) G X. 

It is then clear that B = {Xn(t) : n G N, the set of natural 

items, and x(t) G X ) is contained in D, but the closure of 



B • X. Hence, T is densely defined on D. The T given above 

is the prototype of the T in (1.1) of chapter I. 

Notation 2.1.6 The set of spectral values of T is denoted 

by o(T). Throughout this section X is a Banach space over 

the complex field vith the norm 11' 11 and X* is its dual 

space vith the corresponding norm ||' ||« Ve denote the 

value of X* e X* at X G X by < x,x* >. The normalized 

duality mapping is defined by 

Jx - {X* E X* I < x,x* > - ||x|||x*|| - ||x||2). 

The restriction to a complex Banach space .r involves no 

loss of generality. A real Banach space X can be extended 

to a complex space J'(- coi^lex extension of X). The 

elements of Xare those z - x •(- ly, ^ere x, y G X. We 

define addition of elements and multiplication of elements 

by coiQ)lex scalers in the natural vay. Moreover, the norm 

of z is defined by the equation 

lizll - max{ ||x||cos6 -i- ||y||sin6 : 0 ac 6 ^ 2n ). 

We note that I|z|| - ( ||x||2 + ||y| |2 )l/2. i^e 

concept of numerical range of an operator in a Hilbert space 

naturally carries over to an operator in a Banach space, by 

means of the normalized duality mapping J. 

Definition 2.1.7 Let C be the set of complex items. The 

numerical range, 6(T), of an operator T from X to X is 

defined in [26] as the set 

(X G C I X - < Tx,x* >, X G D(T), ||x|i - 1, X* G Jx). 
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Theorem 2.1.8 JXQ «{0}, for every XQ in X. 

Proof : If XQ - 0, then JXQ - X*. If XQ - 0, ve consider 

the subspace Z of X consisting of all elements x -

OXQ^I U Q I I' ̂ ® " a is a scalar. On Z ve define a linear 
function f by 

< x,f > - < axo/||xoll,f > - allXQll. (2.1) 

Then f is bounded and has norm | |f 11 > I IXQI | because 

|< x,f >| - |< axo/||xoll,f >| - llaxQll - lixoi|i|x|i. 

The vell-knovn Hahn-Banach Theorem (e.g., Theorem 1.21 of 

[18]) liq^lies that f has a linear extension / from Z to X, 

of norm \\/\\ - iif|| - I I X Q U . From (2.1) ve see that 

/(XQ) = f(XQ) - IIXQII^. It is then clear that / G JX. 

Example 2.1.9 Suppose T is as in Example 2.1.5. Then, for 

some 6 so that 0 < 5 i n/2, a(-T) is contained in the vedge 

25 = {X G C I X * 0, |arg(-A,) | i n/2 - 8). To see this, ve 

choose 8* so that n/2 < 0' < n, and 5 - 9' - n/2. Nov 

suppose that X » rcosG + IrsinG is not in 25, \rtiere r - |X|, 
-n < 9 i n, and denote 9 by argX. Hence 

jargXl - |9| < 5 + n/2 » 9*. Then, for X * 0 and | |x| | - 1, 

||[(T +Xl)-lx](t)|| - ||(tx(t))/(l+U)|| 

» |l/[(l+trcos9)2 + (trsin9)2]| , |t/[(l-tr)2 + 2tr(cos9)l| 

£ l/2r(l+cos9) £ l/2r(l+cos9'). 

file:///rtiere
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For X - 0 and 0 < t 1 1, ve have |t/(l-i-Xt)| < |t| ̂  1. 

Hence, X must be in the resolvent of T. Let x « u + iv G 

D(T), vhere u and v are real, measurable functions on X and 

||x|| - 1. Let X* • u* + iv* G Jx. Then, by the Riesz 

Representation Theorem (of. Theorem 6-8 of [24]), 

Re< Tx,x* > - < Tu,u* > - < Tv,v* > 

1 
- J (l/s)[u(s)yi(s) - v(s)y2(s)] ds, 

0 

r̂tiere yĵ , y2 G X* - L**(0,1] and are real, measurable 
functions. Moreover, 

Im< Tx,x* > 

1 
- J (l/s)[v(s)yi(s) + u(s)y2(s)l ds. 

0 
Note, hovever. 

1 - Ijxll^ - < u+iv,x* > 

- < u,u* > - < v,v* > + i< v,u* > + i< u,v* >, 

so < u,u* > - < v,v* > - 1 and < v,u* > + < u,v* > - 0 or 

1 
/ [u(s)yi(s) - v(s)y2(s)l ds - 1, and 
0 

1 
/ [v(s)yi(s) + u(s)y2(3)l ds = 0. 
0 

If u(s)yj[(s) - v(s)y2(s) is essentially nonnegative, then 

Re< Tx,x* > i 1. To see u(s)yi(s) - v(s)y2(s) i 0 almost 
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everyirtiere, ve have 

1 
1 • i [u(s)yi(s) - v(s)y2(8)] ds 

0 

1 
* / |u(s)yi(s) - v(s)y2(s)| ds 

0 

1 1 
i 117211- I lu(s)| ds + 117211^ / |v(s)| ds 

0 0 

i ilyill- llujli + ||y2Jk ilvjli 

- ( [Ilullil2 + [||v||il2 )l/2 

(llyill- cosa + j|y2lU sina) 

a 1, for some constant a. 

The last inequality is justified by the fact that 

||x|| - |jx*|i - 1. We thus conclude that u(s)yj^(s) -

•(9)y2(9) is essentially nonnegative. To assert tbat 9(T) 

is contained in some vedge I5, it suffices shov that 

|Im< Tx,x* >|/(Re< Tx,x*>) is unifromly bounded for all x 

and X* mentioned above. So far, ve are unable to do so, but 

ve note tbat suppose ||x|| and lix*|| are defined to be 

1 
ilxll - / |x(s)| ds. and ||x*|| - ess sup |yi(s) + iy2(s)|. 

0 OJCS<1 

Then an argument similar to the above shovs that 

Re< Tx,x*> i 1 and Im< Tx,x* > » 0. 
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The consideration of operators not necessarily defined 

on the ^ole space leads to the notion of extension and 

restriction of operators. 

Definition 2.1.10 If S and T are tvo operators from X to Y 

such that D(T) D D ( S ) , and SU - T U for all u G D ( S ) , then T 

is called an extension of S and S a restriction of T; in 

symbols, T D S. 

Definition 2.1.11 Consider an operator T from D(T) 

contained in X to Y and an operator S f rom D(S) contained in 

Y* to X*. Such S are said to be adjoint to T if < g,Tu > • 

< Sg,u >, for all u G D ( T ) and g G D ( S ) . 

For each operator T from X to Y, there are in general 

many operators from Y* to X* that are adjoint to T. If T is 

densely defined, hovever, there is a unique maximal operator 

T* adjoint to T. Such T* is called ihfi adjoint of T. This 

means tbat if S is adjoint to T, then T* D S. 

Theorem 2.1.12 (of. Theorem 3.5.28 of [18]) Let T from X 

to Y and S from Y* to X* be adjoint to each other. If one 

of T or S is densely defined, then the other is closable. 

Theorem 2.1.13 (e.g.. Theorem 3.5.30 of [18]) Let T be a 

closed operator from X to Y vith domain dense. Then T has a 

bounded inverse T^ defined on all Y if and only if its 

adjoint T* has a bounded (T*)'^ defined on all X*. When 

this inverse exists in this manner, 

T*-l . (T"l)*. (2.2) 
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Example 2.1.14 If T is as in Exaiq)le 2.1.5, then T D T*. 

This assertion is a direct consequence of the Riesz 

Representation Theorem. 

Notation 2.1.15 The set of bounded linear mappings T : X -

Y, irtiere X and Y are Banach spaces, is denoted by L(X,Y). 

Definition 2.1.16 The adjoint T* of a linear bounded 

operator in L(X,Y) is the mapping from Y* to X* defined by 

T*y* - y*T. 

îfllffl 2 1 17 (e.g., Lemma 71-2-2 of [19]) The mapping T -* 
T* is an isometric isomorphism of L(X,Y) onto L(Y*,X*). 

Theorem 2.1.18 The mapping T -> T* from L(X,Y) into 

L(Y*,X*) is continuous vith respect to the uniform topology. 

Proof : The proof follovs from Lemma 2.1.17. 

2.2 The Bochner Integral and its Properties 

The Lebesgue integral has been generalized for abstract 

functions in tvo distinct vays, i.e., the Bochner Integra 

and the Pettis integral (see [17,25]). The first such 

generalization vas developed by Bochner [23] and may be 

described as follovs. One begins vith the simple functions 

x(-), defining the integral | x(8) dm in the obvious way. If 

one nov completes this space, then one can extend the 

integral to all Cauchy sequences and obtain the Bochner 

integral. As the Bochner integral is most suitable for our 

purposes (see p. 3), ve outline some of its development and 

major properties. We refer to [18,21] for more Information 
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regarding measurabillty and other results for Bochner 

integrals. 

Definition 2.2.1 A function x(s) defined on a measure 

space (S,B,m) vith values in a Banach space X is said to be 

Bochner integrable, relative to the measure function m(E), 

if there exists a sequence of countably-valued functions 

{XQ(S)} converging almost every^ere to x(s) and such that 

lim f ||x(s) - x^(s)|| d m - 0. 

By definition the Bochner integral of such x over E is 

[ x(s) dm - lim f x^(s) dm 

z "~̂  I 

for each E G B. 

To see the justification of the above definition, ve refer 

to p.79 of [18]. 

Notation 2.2.2 Let (S,B,m) be a measure space. We denote 

the class of functions from S to a Banach space X tbat are 

Bochner integrable, relative to the measure function m(E), 

by B(S;X;m). 

Theorem 2.2.3 (See, e.g.. Theorem 3.7.4 of [18]) A 

function x is in B(S;X;m) if and only if x(s) is strongly 

measurable, and J5 ||x(s)|| dm < «. 
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In the follovlng, ve vill state several results ^ose 

proofs can be found in [18-20]. 

Theorem 2.2.4 Let (S,B,m) be a measure space and T be a 

closed linear operator from X to Y. If x(s) G B(S;X;m) and 

[Tx](s) E B(S;Y;m), then 

T [ I x(s> dm ] - I T [x(s)l dm 

for E G B . 

There are some results in integration theory that 

depend on the topological and group properties of the 

underlying space, S. We therefore specialize, taking S to 

be a Lebesgue measurable subset of the reals, say E. We 

shall restrict m(E) to be the Lebesgue measure function, and 

ve denote the corresponding family of Bochner integrable 

functions by B(E,X). 

Theorem 2.2.6 If x(s) G B(E,X), then the indefinite 

integral, y(t) « ||x(s)ds, of a Bochner integrable function 

is strongly, absolutely continuous and possesses almost 

everyirtiere a strong derivative tbat is equal to the 

integrand x(t). Moreover, if x(s) is also strongly 

continuous on E, then y(t) has a strong derivative 

everyvhere. 

Theorem 2.2.6 (See, e.g.. Theorem 3.8.1 of [18]) If 

A(s) G B(E,L(X)), then A*(s) G B(E,L(X*)). 
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Theorem 2.2.7 The derivative of the adjoint of a function 

x(s) in B(E,L(X)) exists in norm if and only if the adjoint 

of the derivative of x(s) exists in norm, and further vhen 

these derivatives exist, then they are related by 

<l(x»(s)) dx(s) 
ds " W s ^ * 

Proof : The assertions are direct consequences of the 

definition of the derivative in norm and Theorem 2.1.18, as 

X -̂  X' (uniform derivative) is closed. 

We nov consider a fev aspects of the Bochner integral 

that vill be of special interest for our later vork. We 

start vith the case vhen the class of Bochner integrable 

functions in Notation 2.2.8 are operator-valued functions on 

S to L(X,Y). Here ve must distinguish betveen the uniform 

Bochner integral and the strong Bochner integral. If R(s) 

is uniformly measurable and if j£ ||R(s)|| dm < «•, then 

R(s) G B(S;L(X,Y),m), and the previous theory applies 

directly. On the other hand, the stomg Bochner intergal is 

defined by the follovlng: 

Definition 2.2.8 For each s G [0,tj let R(s) be a linear 

operator from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y. The 

strong Bochner intergal of R, from 0 to t, (SB)J^ R(s)d3, in 

symbols, is the operator U - U^ tbat is defined as follovs: 

(I) The domain of U is the set of all x G X such that 

(1) X is in the domain of R(s), for every s G [0,tl, except 

for s in a finite set; 

(ii) Ĵ  R(s)x ds exists, vhere the latter is to be 

interpreted as the usual Bochner Integral. 
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(II) If X is in the domain of U, then Ux = Ĵ  R(s)x ds. 

Note that R(s), above, is not necessarily a bounded linear 

operator. If R(s) G L ( X , Y ) , then ve have the follovlng: 

Theorem 2.2.9 (e.g., see Theorem 3.8.2 of [18]) Let U(s) 

be a linear operator from X to Y for each s. If U(s)(x) G 

B(S;Y,m) for each x G X, then Y(x) = Jj; U(s)(x) dm defines a 

bounded linear operator Y on X to Y. 

In the remainder of Chapter 2, a vector-valued integral 

alvays is to be interpreted as the (uniform) Bochner 

integral as defined in 2.2.1. Integrals of operator-valued 

functions vill be distinguished as uniform or strong Bochner 

integrals, as appropriate, vhen they arise. The section is 

concluded by mentioning that the classical theorem of 

Lebesgue on passage to the limit under the sign of 

integration holds for Bochner integrals. 

Theorem 2.2.10 (cf, see Theorem 3.7.9 of [18]) Let 

{Xĵ (s)} be a sequence of functions in B(S;X,m) that 

converges almost everyvhere to a limit function, x(s). If 

there exists a fixed Lebesgue integrable function P on S 

such that ||Xn(s)|| s P(s), for all n and s G S, then x(s) G 

B(S;X,m), and 

lim I x^(s) dm • j x(3) dm. 
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2.3 Some Results from SeaigrQUP Thuorv 

By analogy vith the scalar case, the analytical theory 

of semigroi^s of bounded, linear operators in a Banach space 

deals vith semigroups, in some sense exponential functions, 

in infinite-dimensional function spaces. This theory is 

concerned vith the problem of determining the most general 

bounded, operator-valued functions defined on the range t ^ 
0, that satisfy the equations 

T(t+s) - T(t)T(s) T(0) - I, t,s at: 0. 

Semigroup theory vas developed by E. Hille, R. S. Philips 

and K. Yosida. In this section, ve shall only collect some 

vell-knovn results tbat are needed. For further study, ve 

refer to [18-23]. 

The items 2.3.1 through 2.3.11 are definitions of 

strongly continuous and analytic semigroiq>s of contractions 

and their properties. The famous Hille-Yoslda Theorem is 

included. Moreover, in Theorem 2.3.4, it is shovn tbat some 

vell-knovn Identities (see Theorem 2.3.3-c and (2.4)) are 

true in a larger set than tbat ^^ch is usually considered. 

In proving Lemma 3.3.5, ve make use of the (0)-adjoint 

operator. The items 2.3.12 through 2.3.16 deal vith that 

matter. To establish Theorem 3.3.7, the elements of 

calculus for vector-valued functions, vhich are recorded in 

items 2.3.17 through 2.3.18, are needed. 

Definition 2.3.1 A family {T(t)}, 0 i t < -, of bounded, 

linear operators in a Banach space X is called a strongly 

continuous semigroiq) if 

(I) T(s+t) - T(s)T(t) s,t 2 0; 

(II) T(0) - I; 
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(III) For each x E X, T(t)x is continuous in t to X, 

relative to the norm topology on X. 

If, in addition, ||T(t)|| < 1, for all t i 0, the 

family (T(t),t ^ 0) is called a strongly continuous 

semigroup of contraction operators. 

Definition 2.3.2 For t > 0, the linear operator A^ is 

defined by A^x - (T(t)x-x)/t. Define the operator A by 

Ax • lim A^x, 
t-M) 

irtiere x is such that the limit exists. The operator so 

defined on such x is called the infinitesimal Generator of 

the semigroup T( * ) . 

Theorem 2.3.3 (i.e., see Lemmas YIII 7-8 of [20] and 

Theorem 1.2.4 of [22]) Suppose A is the infinitesimal 

generator of a strongly continuous semigroup {U(t)}^o ^ 

L(X). Then 

(I) A is closed and densely defined. 

(II) For X G X, Î  U(s)x ds G D ( A ) , and 

A(f U(s)x ds) - U(t)x - X. (2.3) 

(III) If X is in D(A), the domain of A, then T(t)x is in 

D(A), 0 i t < -, and (d/dt)U(t)x - AU(t)x - U(t)Ax. 

(lY) If X is in D(A), then 
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U(t)x - U(s)x - I U(r)Ax dr - | AU(r)x dr (2.4) 

(Y) S\q)po8e A~̂  exists and is bounded. Then 

A"^U(t) - U(t)A-^. 

Theorem 2.3.4 Let J - { x : U(t)x G D(A) ). Then E D 
D(A),and Theorem 2.3.3-III and (2.4) are valid for x G E. 

In particular, both are valid for all x G X in case that 

AD(t) is bounded. 

Proof: The proof follovs from Theorem 2,3.3-111, (2.3), 

(2.4) and Theorem 2.2.13. 

Theorem 2.3.5 (Hille-Yoslda Theorem see e.g., [20-22]) A 

linear (unbounded) operator T is the infinitesimal generator 

of a strongly continuous semigi^^i^ of contractions U(t), t > 

0 if and only if 

(I) T is closed and D(T) is dense in X. 

(II) The resolvent set (see, e.g., p. 370 of [17]) of T 

contains positive reals and ||(XI-T)"^|| < 1/X for all X > 

f;T̂îiyp\<* ̂ ^ ft Let T be defined as in Example 2.1.5. It is 

easy to verify that 

||(XI+T)"*|| :£ sup - 7 - * f 
o<«i l+Xt X 

Moreover, ve have learned that -T is a densely defined 

closed operator. Hence, -T is the infinitesimal generator 
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of a strongly continuous semigroiqp of contraction operators. 

An important class of semigroups, namely analytic 

semigroups (see e.g., [19,23] vill be introduced. 

^?tlnlU?n 2.?i7 A linear operator A in a Banach space X 

is said to bo of type (5,M) if 

(I) A is a closed operator vith domain dense in X. 

(II) The resolvent of A contains the vedge 

S5 - (X E C : X * 0, largXj ac n/2 + 5 ) for some 8 

satisfying 0 < 5 < n/2, and ||(XI-A)"^|| i M/|X| if X E Sg, 

vhere M is a constant. 

Theorem 2.3.8 (see e.g., IX-1-6 of [19] and Theorem 2.1 of 

[23]) If A is of type (5.M), then A generates a strongly 

continuous semigroi^ {T(t)) that has the follovlng 

additional properties: 

(I) T(t) can be continued analytically into the sector 

Ag = {t E C : t ^ 0, largtj < 6); 

(II) AT(t) and dT(t)/dt are bounded operators for each t G 

^, and dT(t).dt - AT(t)x for x G X; 

(III) For any e so that 0 < e < 5, there exists a constant L 

- Lg such that ||T(t)|| £ L, ||AT(t)|| i L/|t| if t G Ag.^; 
(lY) For any x E X, 0< e < 6, and T(t)x - • x i f t - ^ O a n d t 

E A5_e. 

Definition 2.3.9 A strongly continuous semigroup having 

the additional properties (I)-(III) of Theorem 2.3.8 is 

called an analytic semigroup. 

Theorem 2.3.10 (see, e.g., p.681 of [16]) Suppose the 

spectrum and numerical range of A are contained in the vedge 

I5 for 0 < 5 < n/2. Then A generates an analytic semigroup. 
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The above theorem is a convenient criterion for A to be 

the generator of an analytic semigroup. We mention that if 

the underlying space is a Hilbert space, then the hypothesis 

above vould just need to be that the numerical range of A is 

contained in Sg. For the proof, see Theorem IX-1.24 of 

[19]. 

Example 2.3.11 Let T be defined as in Example 2.1.5. It 

is clear, via the estimates similar to those in Exai^le 

2.1.9, that T is of type (5,M), for some 5 and M, and 

satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3.8. 

We nov turn to the task of introducing adjoint 

semigrot^s. This subject appears to have been first 

developed by W. Feller [27] and R. S. Philips [28]. We 

refer to [18] for a detailed study. 

Definition 2.3.12 We shall call U E C(X), the set of 

closed linear operators from X to X, a (9)-operator if: 

(I) D(n) is dense in X; 

(II) ||(XI-U)-^|| < 1/X for all X > 0. 

For a given (0)-operator U, the closure of the vector 

space D(U*) contained in X* vill be called the (0)-adjoint 

space of X (relative to U); ve shall denote this space by 

X®. Note that ^ e n X is reflexive or vhen U is bounded the 

(9)-adjoint space X® coincides vith X*. The proof leading 

to the first assertion can be found in Theorem III-5.29 of 

[19]. The operator T, as defined in Example 2.1.5, is a 

(®)-operator on X - L^(0,11 vith the property that D(T*) is 

not dense in X* - L~(0,11. We next consider the 

(9)-adjoint of operators on X relative to a fixed 

(9)-operator U. 
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Definition 2. 3.13 We take jfi to be the restriction of U* 

having D(D^) - (x*: x* G D(U*), U*x* E X®). 

Theorem 2.3.14 (See, e.g., [18], Theorems 14.3.2 and 

14.3.4) If U is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly 

continuous semigroi«) {T(s)}, then the closure of D(U®) - X®. 

and T®(s) E L ( X ® ) . 

The above theorem then leads to the follovlng 

definition: 

^̂ •̂̂ T̂ AÛ ^̂  2.3.15 Given a strongly continuous semigroup 

{T(s)}, vith infinitesimal generator A, ve define the 

adjoint semigroup to be the family of operators [T^(s)] 

contained in L(X®), ^ere X® is the (e)-adjoint space 

relative to the (0)-operator A. 

Theorem 2.3.16 (See, e.g., [18], Theorem 14.4.1) If {T(s)} 

is a strongly continuous semigroiip vith infinitesimal 

generator A, then the adjoint semigroup [T^(s)] is again a 

strongly continuous semigroup and its infinitesimal 

generator is A®. 

In the follovlng ve shall record the necessary elements 

of calculus for vector-valued functions. 

Theorem 2.3.17 (See Lemma III-3.11 of [19]) If u(t) E X 

and F(t) E L(X,Y) are strongly differentiable, then F(t)u(t) 

is (strongly) differentiable, and 

(d/dt)(F(t)u(t)) - F'(t)u(t) + F(t)u'(t). 
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Theorem 2.3.18 Si^pose U is as given in Theorem 2.3.3 and 

f : t -» X is continuously differentiable for t % 0. Let 

•(t) - I U(t-s)f(s) ds. 

Then v(t) is continuously differentiable for t k 0, and 

(d/dt)v(t) - Av(t) + f(t). (2.5) 

Proof: Consider 

v(t) U(t-s)f(s) ds U(t-s)[f(0) + f'(r)dr] ds 

t t 

[f U(t-s) ds]f(0) + I [| U(t-s) dslf(r) dr 

0 r 

The second term above is justified by Fubini's theorem 

(i.e., see Theorem 3.7.13 of [18]). We have for any x E X, 

A[ f U(t-s)x ds] - A[ I U(s)x ds] - U(t)x -x 

and 
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A[ I U(t-s)x ds] - U(t-r)x - x, 0 * r * t. 

It follovs from above that v(t) E D ( A ) , and 

Av(t) - -f(t) + U(t)f(0) + I U(t-r)f(r) dr (2.6) 

On the other hand. 

v(t) - I U(s)f(t-s) ds 

so 

dv(t) 
dt 

- U(t)f(0) + I U(s)f(t-s) ds (2.7) 

Yia (2.6) and (2.7), ve thus conclude that (2.5) is true. 

The continuity of (d/ds)v(t) can be justified from (2.7) 

using the continuity of f'(t). 

2.4 Spaces vith a Cone and Linear 

Positive Operators 

Only the positive solution is sought for equation 

(1.1). Hence, the space X is endoved vith a cone structure. 

The definitions of several types of cones are given in items 
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2.4.1 through 2.4.7. Items 2.4.8 through 2.4.15 deal vith 

strongly reproducing and normal cones, vblch are needed to 

shov the "cone norm" (See Lemma 2.4.10) is equal to the 

usual norm. The items 2.4.11 through 2.4.13 deal vith an 

L-norm, vhich is essential to the existence of the solution 

for (1.1). With the help of cone structure, ve may study 

some nice positivity properties. For exa^)le, the semigroup 

U(t) generated by a positive operator T is positive and 

nonlncreasing in t. These are some of the properties used to 

obtain estimates (4.10) and (4.17). Items 4.4.14 through 

4.4.20 deal vith these matters. To study those topics 

further, ve refer to [29-35]. 

Definition 2.4.1 Let X be a real Banach space. A 

non-empty, closed subset E is called a cone in X if it has 

the follovlng properties: 

(I) If x,y E E, then ax ̂  py E E for all a. p % 0; 

(II) If x,-x E E, then x * 9, i^ere 9 is the zero of the 

space X. 

A partial order is introduced in a Banach space X vith 

a cone E in the follovlng manner: 

Definition 2.4.2 We vrite x i y i f y - x G E . 

Definition 2.4.3 We shall call the norm monotonic if 

9 ^ X £ y implies the Inequality i ix| | £ I |y| i • 

Definition 2.4.4 If every monotonic, norm-bounded sequence 

in K converges in norm to some limit, then K is called a 

fully regular cone. 
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Definition 2.4.5 The element z is called the least upper 

bound of the pairs of elements x a n d y i f x ^ c z , y ^ z a n d 

if it follovs from the inequalities x * u, y i u that z i u. 

The element x is called the order bound of set M if x k y 

for every y in M. We call the cone K [strongly] minihedral 

if every [order bounded set M] pair of elements has a least 

upper bound [sup M]. 

Notation 2.4.6 Let the cone K be minihedral. The supremum 

[infimum] of the elements x and y is denoted by x u y 

[X n y]. 

Definition 2.4.7 Tvo elements x, y G K are called 

orthogonal or disjoint if x n y = 0. This is denoted by 

X 1 y. 

Definition 2.4.8 A minihedral cone K is called strongly 

reproducing if x u 0 G K, for all x G X. For all x G X, ve 

define x* :• -x u 0, x' := (-x) u 0, |x| :« x u (-x). 

Theorem 2.4.9 Let X be strongly reproducing. For all x,y 

G X, the follovlng relations are valid: 

(I) X - X* - X-

(II) |x| - x+ + X-

(III) |x - y| - X u y - X n y. 

Moreover, (I) is the unique representation of x as a 

difference of disjoint elements in K, and hence E is 

reproducing. Also, |x| G K. 

The restriction of an operator A : X -̂  Y to a subset B of X 

is denoted by AQ. It is shovn next that the "cone norm" is 
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equal to the usual norm under some suitable assuiption on 

the cone K. 

Theorem 2.4.10 Let A be a positive operator in L(X). If 

the cone E in X is strongly reproducing and equipped vith a 

monotonic norm, then Iji^l I -i 1A| {. 

Proof: It suffices to shov that ||A|r|j 2 ||A||. Observe 

that |x| 2 X and |x| at -x, ve see that A|x| 2 x and A|xi a: 

-X, so A|x| k jAxi. Consequently, M A|x| || k ||Ax|| for 

all X G X. In particular, using the fact that || |x| || = 

||x|i,ve conclude that ||i^|| - i|A||. 

Definition 2.4.11 Let E be a cone in X. We follov 

Schaeffer [33] in terming a norm on X as an L-norm if it 

satisfies 

llx + y|| - llxli + llyjl, (2.8) 

for all X, y G E. 

Example 2.4.12 The cones K of nonnegative functions in the 

ifi spaces (1 £ p < «) are both fully regular, strongly 

minihedral and strongly reproducing. Moreover, the norms in 

iP spaces are monotonic vith respect to each cone K and the 

L^ -norm is an L-norm. We refer to Theorem 1.15 of [29] for 

a proof of L P ( 1 £ p < •) being strongly minihedral. 

An ordered Banach space endoved vith an L-norm is 

called an abstract AL-space. The AL-spaces vere introudced 

by Birkhoff [34]. Yia the Stone Representation Theorem 

(e.g., see Theorem 12-25 of [35]), Eakutani [36] proved that 
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an abstract AL-space is lattice isometric to a concrete 

L^(u) space. Thus the preceding example of an AL-space is 

actually quite general. 

Theorem 2.4.13 Let x(s) G B(S;E;m). If the norm on E is 

an L-norm and m(S) < «», then 

II I x(s)dm II - I ||x(s)||dm. 

Proof : The Theorem is obviously true for finitely-valued 

functions. Since m(S) < «, there exists a sequence of 

finitely-valued integrable functions {X2̂ (s)} converging to 

x(s) a.e. and 

11 f x(s)dm 11 - 11 limj x^(s)dm 11 - lim| | f x^(s)dm 11 

limj ||x^(s)||dm- I ||x(s)||dm. 

The last equality is justified by the Lebesgue Convergence 

Theorem and the continuity of the norm. 

Definition 2.4.14 Let X be a Banach space vith the cone K. 

The linear operator A is called positive if it transforms 

the cone into itself. We vrite A » B if Ax - Bx G E for 

each X G E. 

Example 2.4.15 Suppose T is as in Example 2.1.5. Then T 
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and (T + Xl)'^ are positive operators for all X a 0 vith 

respect to the usual cone E, as defined in Example 2.4.12. 

Theorem 2.4.16 The strong limit T of a sequence {T̂ }̂ of 

positive operators vith respect to the cone E is positive. 

Proof: Since Tĵ x -> Tx for x G E, by closedness of E and 

positivity of T^. ve conclude tbat Tx G E, vhich implies T 

is positive. 

Theorem 2.4.17 Suppose U(t) is the strongly continuous 

semigroi?> generated by -T, ̂ ere T and (T + XI)"^ are 

positive operators vith respect to cone E for all X > 0. 

Then n(t) is positive. 

Proof: Fro t at o, the semigroup U(t) is the strong limit of 

(I + tT/n)"» (see,e.g., IX 1.17 of [19] as n -> •. The 

proof nov follovs by the assumptions on T and Theorem 

2.4.25. 

Theorem 2.4.18 Let t be a real variable and t -> T(t) G 

L(X) be a positive operator-valued function vith respect to 

the cone E. If the strong derivative T* (t) is positive and 

ve have T (t)x G B(S;X;m) for x G E, then T(t) is 

nondecreasing in t, in the sense that if tĵ  a t2, then T(tj^) 

k T(t2). I.e., T(ti)x k T(t2)x for all x G E. 

Proof: By assumption, if t^ i t2 and x G E, then 
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*i 

T(tj)x - T(tj)x - I r (s)x ds i 0. 

*2 

The proof is thus coiqileted. 

Theorem 2.4.19 SiQ)pose U(t) is the analytic semigroi^ 

generated by -T, vhere T and (T + XI)"^ are positive 

operators vith respect to cone E for all X > 0. Then U(t) 

is nonlncreasing in t, in the sense tbat if tĵ  k t2, then 

U(tj^) £ U(t2). Moreover, U(t) is a semigroup of 

contractions. 

Proof: Because U(t) is the analytic semigroup, ve have 

(d U(t))/(dt) - -U(t)T is bounded on X. Hence, 

(d U(t))/(dt) u - -U(t)Tu i 0, t 3t 0, u G E, 

so n(t) is nonlncreasing in t. 

The next theorem is a consequence of Theorems 2.4.17 

and 2.4.19. 

Theorem 2.4.20 Suppose n(t) is the strongly continuous 

semigroi^ generated by -T, ̂ ere T and (T ••• XI )~^ are 

positive operators vith respect to cone E for all X > 0. 

Then 0 ̂  U(t) i I. 
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CHAPTER III 

T«E LINEAR PROBLEM 

3.1 Definitions and Notation 

Let X be a Banach space and let Z(X) be the Banach 

algebra of bounded, linear operators on X. All of the 

theories established in this chapter are true for any Banach 

space. In the follovlng, ve consider the initial value 

problem of linear type: 

R'(t) + TR(t) + R(t)T - F(t), (3.1a) 

R(0) - RQ. (3.1b) 

Here R(t), F(t) and RQ are bounded, linear operators in 

Z(X), and T is an unbounded operator satisfying the 

follovlng: 

(1) T is a closed operator vith domain D(T) dense in X; 

(ii) 25DO(-T) u 9(-T); 

(iii) There exists a collection {Xj.}g>.o °^ closed 
subspaces of X, directed by the natural 

order (i.e., 0 < a * p => X̂ ^ D Xp), such tbat their 

union is dense in X; (3.2) 

(iv) D(T) D u Xj. 
e>0 

(V) For each c > 0, there exists a projection P^ of X onto 

33 
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Xj. such that Pj.T = TPj.; 

(vi) {PE}G>O is uniformly bounded in norm. 

In the follovlng, comments on (3.2i-ii) and the 

motivation of (3.2iii-vi) are mentioned. The first tvo 

assumptions in (3.2) are basically standard requirements on 

(-T) so that such -T can generate a strongly continuous 

semigroup of contractions. The operator of Example 2.1.5 is 

the prototype (for T) underlying these assumptions. We have 

shovn there that this operator satisfies (3.21), and (3.211) 

has been verified for the particular instance in Example 

2.1.9. A bounded operator A defined on a Hilbert space has 

the property that the spectrum of A is contained in the 

closure of its numerical range (see e.g.. Theorem Y-3.3 of 

[19]). A remarkable result of Zenger [371 gives that, for a 

general linear operator on a complex linear space, the 

convex hull of the point spectrum is in the numerical range. 

Thus, if the spectrum of T consisted exclusively of point 

spectrum (e.g., if T"^ vere compact), then in (3.211) ve 

could replace o(-T) u 0(-T) by simply 9(-T), The reason ve 

hypothesize (3.211) is to insure that -T generates an 

analytic semigroup. Hence, the assumption (3.2ii) can be 

replaced by the follovlng: ||(Xl+T)-i|| s M/|X| if X G S§, 

vhere M is a constant. Note that T defined in Example 2.1.5 

satisfies such an alternative. Thus, the theory developed 

here can apply to such T. To motivate (3.2iii-vi), ve note 

the special structure of such T. Specifically, this 

operator is unbounded solely due to its action near the 

origin, as discussed in Example 3.1.2 belov. The spaces 

Xp » Li[e,l] play the role of the dense family of uniformly 

complemented subspaces reducing T, having union dense in 
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X - Li(0,l], as required by (iii)-(vi). A similar dense 

family of nested, complemented, reducing subspaces might be 

found for other operators T that are unbounded solely due to 

their behavior on a "thin" subspace. For example, a choice 

of such subspaces is clear for T : 1^ -̂  1^, T(Xj^ Xn'- •) 

> (Xj^,2x2 nxQ ). To deal vith our special class of 

T, ve make special assumptions on the underlying space X, 

but ve sense that for a different class of operators T, an 

approach similar in spirit may be possible. 

(I) 4 - {R G ^ X ) : R - PeSPj. for some S G Z(X)}; 

(II) jr» closure of u JÊ  
o-O 

When ve vish to distinguish the closure ^ of u 4 as 

defined in Definition 3.1.1, in the uniform and strong 

sense, ve do so by using subscripts: i[j, I^. In this 

chapter, ve vill study (3.1) in both i^ and r^. The 

remainder of this section is devoted to the study of these 

tvo subspaces of Z(X). 

Example 3.1.2 The example vill shov that /Ji may possibly 

be a proper subset of Z(X). Consider X - Li(0,ll, the set 

of Lebesgue integrable functions on (0,1]. Let X^ - Lne^l] 

and Pj. be the projection of X onto Xj.. It is clear that 

i\)£>0 satisfy (3.2-iii,v and vi). Suppose, on the 

contrary, /(j - Z(X). Let S G UX) be arbitrary, there 

exists Eg G Hyi) such tbat PgEjPj.converges uniformly to S. 

Note , hovever, that 
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vhich implies that both P^SPg and P^gPj. converge to S 
uniformly. Hence, in particular, P^IPg - Pj. converges 
uniformly to I. Hovever, by letting 

r 0 e « t i 1 
^zW •< vhere 0 <e < 1 

L 1/e 0 < t < e, 

ve have 

I IP-II I - Slfl) ||(P-I)x|| k ||(P-I)x II - 1 
c iiiii.i e e c 

The contradiction thus proves the assertion. 

It is still unclear ^tet is inside JI[|, but ve make the 
follovlng conjecture: 

Conlecture Suppose, in addition, {X^} in (3.2) are 
finite-dimensional subspaces, so that X is an extended 
nj^-space (i.e., see [38] for definition). Then C the set 
of linear compact operators on X, is contained in X^. 

For information about Banach spaces that (do not) have 
the approximation property, ve refer to [38] and the 
references cited therein. 

The follovlng example is motivated by the concrete case 
(see [4]) of the (1.1). 

Example 3.1.3 Siqjpose X - L^(0,11 and X^ - L^[e,ll, for 
each c > 0. Let CQ be the set of integral operators U vith 
Lebesgue measurable kernel k such that 
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| |U| | - ess sup f |k(u,u')| du < - , 
0<u*<l J 

0 

then CQ is not necessarily contained in /(j. To see this, 

let k(u,u') - u, 0 < u i 1. Then the integral operator U 

vith such a kernel k is in <:{,. Suppose U is in /[j. Then 

PgOPj. converges uniformly to U. (For the reason, see that of 

Exaiq)le 3.1.2.) 

Note, hovever, that 

IIPDP- U|| » siq) llPUPh -Dhll 
^ ^ ilh||«l « « 

sup {I u[ I h(u') du' 1 du + f u[ [ h(u') du* ] du} 
llh||-l J J J J 

i { 

e 
I - ^ ) sup f h(u') du'. 
2 2 iihii. i J 

By suitably taking i |h| | - 1, ve conclude that P^UP^ does not 

converge uniformly to U. The contradiction thus proves the 

assertion. 

LtllWi ?il,1 The set I^ is equal to Z(X). 

Proof: It suffices to shov tbat P^ converges strongly to I. 

To see this, suppose x G X and c is an arbitrary positive 

number. Then there exists an element y that lies in X^ for 

some e > 0 such that ||x-y|| i e/(M+l), vhere 

M • sup{||Pj.||: e > 0), vhence 
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||Pxx-xll * llPxx-Pxyll + IIPxY-yll • \\7-x\\ i e 

for any X < c. We have thus coiq)leted the proof. 

In [4] an existence-uniqueness theory in CQ is 

presented for the concrete version of (1.1) that is 

described in Section 5.1. Exaiq)le 3.1.3 suggests that 

seeking solutions of (1.1) in X^j^ does not encompass all such 
concrete solutions, but Lemma 3.1.4 shovs tbat this 

difficulty does not arise in /̂ . For this reason, ve shall 

primarily focus i^on studying (1.1) in i^. Hovever, in the 

remainder of this chapter ve study (3.1) in both /(;i and i^. 

3,2 Sffl^UQB CfflggPt? 
We first decide vhat vill constitute a solution of 

(3.1).When ve endov Z(X) vith the strong operator topology, 

ve obtain a topological vector space that ve vill denote 

byZ^(X). Similarly, ve can obtain a Banach space, Z^(X), by 

ii^osing the uniform operator topology. Hence in ZQ(X) 

(reap. Z^(X)). the differentiability and continuity of R and 

the closure JTof u Ĵ  are to be interpreted in the uniform 

(resp. strong) sense. Then ve call R(t) the uniform (resp. 

strong) solution, as vill be made precise in Definition 

3.2.3 belov. 

In the subspace u ^ , contained in Z(X), ve define the 

linear operator 

(7 : u i* -̂  i' 
c>0 ' 
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by 

<7R - -TR - RT, (3.3) 

vhere T satisfies (3.2). We vrite the right side of (3.3) 
as (%R 4 (̂ 2̂ , 

vhere the C^'s are defined by 

<!» - -ra (3. 4a) 

(%R - -RT. (3.4b) 

It follovs from the next lemma that (?is veil defined, 

as an operator from jTlnto itself. 

Lemma 3.2.1 The operator (/maps each ^ into itself, 

therefore JT contains <^u J^). 

Proof: Si^pose R(t) is in ̂  for some e > 0. Then TR » 

TP^£. By the Closed Graph Theorem TP^ is a linear, bounded 

operator, and therefore so is TR. Since P^T > TP^, ve have 

TR(t) » TP^SPj. - TPjPcSPj. - PeTPĵ Pj., 

but TPĵ  G Z(X). Hence, TR(t) G jq.. Similarly, 

R(t)T - PeSPjPeT - PeSPe^e - PeSTP̂ P̂  ^ ^ ' 

i.e., TR(t) and R(t)T are in /', vhich completes the proof. 

In order to apply some vell-knovn results from analytic 

semi-group theory to prove the main results of the follovlng 

section, ve need the follovlng lemma: 
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IiftlM 3 2 2 The operator (7, as defined by (3.3) is a 

closable operator. 

Proof: Suppose {R^) is a sequence in E vith lim| IR̂ Î | - 0 

as n -> 0 and vith <^Rn)-> L. We must shov L = 0. To this 

end, let x be an arbitrary element in D(T); then 

lim R^Tx • 0. 
n 

Since (̂ Rĵ ) - -TR^ - Rĵ T, ve see that 

lim <^R.)x - -lim TR x-lim R Tx. 
n n n 

Hence, Lx « -lim TR^x as n -̂  «». R̂ x̂ tends to zero, 

hovever, and T is closed. Therefore, Lx > 0. Since x is 

arbitrary, L = 0. Thus, the proof is completed. 

For ease of notation, ve denote the closure of an operaor R 

by cl(R). 

Definition 3.2.3 We say that R - R(t) is a uniformly 

(resp. strongly) classical solution of (3.1) over the 

interval [0,til if 

(I) R(t) G D(cl((^) for t > 0; 

(II) R(t) is uniformly (resp. strongly) continuous over 

[0,ti]; 

(III) R(t) is uniformly (resp. strongly) differentiable over 

(O.til; 

(IV) R(t) satisfies equation (3.1a) and initial condition 
(3.1b). 
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3.3 Existence for the Linear Problem 

The major purpose in this section is to shov existence 

of a strong solution vith arbitrary initial value and a 

uniform solution vith restrictive initial value. Hovever, 

first it is of some interst to establish a more explicit 

representation for cl((^. When R G E but R e uE^, then it 

is not true in general that (̂ R) > -TR - RT, but ve have the 

follovlng: 

3.3.1 If R G i<cl(<5)), then [ c K O K R ) -

cl(-TR - RT). 

Proof: Since R is bounded and has domain X and T is 

closed, -TR - RT is closable, by an argument similar to 

that used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2. Let {R^} be a 

sequence in l>{(7^ such that Rjj-> R G D ( ( ^ , and -TR^ - R^T -» 
[cl(<J)l(R) in A X ) . If X G D(T), then -TRĵ x converges to 

[cl(<;)(R)]x + RTx. Therefore, since T is a closed operator, 

Rx G D(T), and -TRx - [cl((;)](R)x + RTx. Hence cl(<5)(R)x -

-TRx - RTx for all x in D(T), irtiich is a dense subset of X. 

We next shov that cl(-TR - RT) D [C1(<^](R). Let y G 

D([cl(<;)l(R)), and x^ G D ( T ) such that x^ -» y. Then 

[cl(<gi(R)Xjj -> [cl(<;)](R)y. From the closedness of cl(-TR -

RT), it follovs that cl(-TR - RT)y = [cl(<;)](R)y. In 

particular, cl(-TR - RT) D [cl(<;)l(R). Similarly, if y G 

D(cl(-TR - RT)), and x^ E D ( T ) such that x^ -> y. we conclude 

that [cl(<;)](R) D cl(-TR - RT). The proof is thus 

completed. 

We shall, henceforth, not distinguish the closure of <?, 

<% and <7̂ f̂rom <?, (3i and (̂ , respectively. 
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Lemma 3.3.2 Suppose 6^ is as defined in (3.4a), then 

||(XI - (%)"^|| < 1/X for all X > 0. In particular, (% 

generates a strongly continuous semigroup of contraction 

operators on either /[̂  or Z(X). 

Proof: We first shov that 

|< (XI + T)x,x* >| i X < x,x* >, (3.5) 

for all x*G Jx, and X > 0. Nov 

|< (XI + T)x,x* >| = jX< x,x* > + < Tx,x* >| 

i |X< x,x* > + Re < Tx,x* >| k X < x,x* >. 

The last inequality is justified by the fact that l^D 9(-T). 

To complete the proof, since2§ D o(-T), XI + (% is 

invertible on K vhenever X > 0. For L G D(XI - (%)"^ and X 

> 0, ve have 

II(XI - <%)-^(L)|| = ||(XI + T)-k||. (3.6) 

but, 

||(XI + T)-^Lx||.||Lx|| = ||y*l|.||Lx|| 

i < Lx,y* > = < (XI + T)(XI + T)-^Lx, y* >, 

vhere y* G J(XI+T)"^LX. By (3.5), ve have the follovlng 

estimate: 

< (XI + T)(XI + T)-^Lx, y* > 
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i X<(XI + T)-iLx, y* > 

- XII(XI • T)-iLx||2. 

Thus, 

( l /X)| |Lx| | k IKXI • T ) -1LX| | . 

Since x i s arbitrary, ve have 

(1/X) IILII i IKXI + T ) - 1 L | | . (3.7) 

By (3.6) and (3.7), ve conclude that 

11 (XI - <3i)-^|| 1 1/X for all X > 0. 

The last assertion of the lemma is a direct consequence of 

the vell-knovn Hille-Tosida Theorem (see Theorem 2.3.5). 

Let /*(^(s) denote the semigroup on ̂ generated by (̂. 

Of course -T generates a semigroi^ / I T ^ ^ ) - ^® ̂ ^̂ ^ ̂ ^ ® ^̂ ^ 
follovlng: 

Lemma 3.3.3 If R G UX). then F^WW = /•jr(s)R. 

Moreover, each of (%/^(s) and /*^(s)(% has a unique, 

bounded extension to the domain of its closure. 

Proof: Consider R G Z(X) , X G X and 

s) - [ /'<a(s>(R)l3c - [/1T<»)R1»-
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Clearly, (p(0) - 0, and 

d(p/d8 - [(%/ii(«)(K)]x - [-TilT(s)R]x - -T(p(s). 

Since this initial problem has a unique solution [i.e., see 

p.621 of [18], and references cited therein.], namely 

/1T(8)9(0)* we see tbat(p= 0, and, consequently, 

^(3,(3)(R) - /l.ji(s)R. To see the last assertion, let 

R G Dom(<%). We find tbat (Sir^{3)(R) » /'<a(s)(%(R) -

TiLT(s)R. It follovs from Theorems 2.3.10 and 2.3.8-II that 

TilT(s) is bounded on X. Consequently, each of <%/'^(s)(R) 

and /*^(s)(%(R) has the bounded extension to E. 

We vill derive the similar lemmas for (̂  

!r*ffty? ?i ̂  1 If <% is the operator defined in (3.4b), then 

11 (XI - <32)'̂ ll * ^^^ ^or all X > 0. In particular, <% 

generates a strongly continuous semigroup of contraction 

operators on either /[^ or L(X). 

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.3.2 and thus is 

omitted. We vill denote the above semigroup by /'^(s). 

T̂ Aî ^ ^ '^ ^ If R G Z(X), then Ff^{s){Jt) - R/1T(S). 

Moreover, each <%/'^2(s) ^^ ^6zW<^ h&s bounded extension 
to the domain of its closure. 

Proof: The last assertion is similar to that of lemma 

3.3.3 and thus is omitted. In the follovlng, (®)-adjolnt of 

operators on Z(X) are all relative to a fixed (0)-operator 
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(%• Let R® 6 i -®. and R G JT Consider 

WO • [i'(2(8)(R)]® - i:T(»)®R®-

By Theorem 2.2.7, ve have 

(d/ds)[/'^(s)(R)l® - [(d/ds)i'^32(s)(R)]® - [(%i&2(»>Wl®-

Moreover, via Theorem 2.3.14, ve conlude 

^[/^(s)R®] - -T«/;(3)R« 

Hence, 

df " [<5^«(0<R)1® - (-T)®/;(s)R® 

- {[--^^s)(R)]T)® - (-T)®^,(s)R® 

- (-T)®0(s). 

Since 0(0) • 0, ve have 0 = 0 , hence 0® = 0. Via the fact 

that JTcan be embedded in j(^^{ see, e.g.. Theorems 14.2.1 

and 14.5.1 of [18]), it follovs that 

/'<2(s)(R) - R^-T<s). 

We nov are ready to state and prove the primary results 

of this section. 
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TllOQrWI 3T3.^ The operator (7, as defined in (3.3), 
generates a strongly continuous semigroifl) J of contraction 
operators on either X^ or L(X). Moreover, /'- ̂ <a.^<2' ^^ 
each of <SF|[s), il[s)(;, /![s)<3i, <%/^s), /^s)<% and <%/i:s) has 
a unique, bounded extension to the closure of its domain. 

Proof: In the proof JTdenotes either /[j or 4 . We first 
shov that /*, defined in such manner, is a strongly 
continuous semigroup of contractions. To this end, ve note 
that 

<̂a(»)̂ (2<3)(R) - r^WiJtii^is)) 

- ^.T(S)RJ.T(S) - r^(9)r^i9)iR). 

To coiq)lete the first goal, it remains to shov that F is 
strongly continuous. Since F^ is a strongly continuous 
semigroup, ve have li/*(^(s)(R) - R| | -> 0 as s -» 0*̂ . So 
||ilip(s)R - R|| -̂  0 as s-> 0"̂ . Similarly ve find that 
I |RJlip(s) - R|| tends to zero as s decreases to zero. 
Consider 

ll/i;s)(R) -R|| - II/:T<S)R^-T<») - ̂ H 

^Wir.'^is) - i)R(i:T(3) - 1)11 

+ ||i:T<»>K - R|| + IIR^-T(S) - RII-

It IS Clear tnat tne last tvo terms anove converge to zero. 
To see that the first term tends to zero, it suffices to 
shov it does so for every R in u ^ , a dense subset of /[j. 
For such R ve have 
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II(^-T(5) - I)R(i:T(») - D M 

- II(^-T(S) - I)PjPeSPe(F.T(s) - I)|| 

- H(^-T(s) - I)PfR(ilT<») - 1)11-

Since Pj.= PglPg and R are in uE^, ||(/:T(S) - I)Pel | -» 0 as 
s -> 0, and similarly, | |R(/1T(S) - I)|| -> 0. 

In the case of the strong topology, since r^ - Z(X), R 
- RI,, vhere Ij is the identity operator in i(X). We thus 
conclude, via Lemmas 3.1.4 and 3.3.2-3.3.5, that 

ll(ilT(»)-i>R(^-T<»)-ill * II(^-T(8)-I)IXIIIIJ^(^-T<»)-I)II 

tends to zero. 

To complete the proof, it remains to shov that <7 

generates such JT. We bave just shovn that /|[s) is a 
strongly continuous semigroiq) of contraction operators on X. 
It must have a uniquely, densely defined infinitesimal 

generator, say JSr(i.e., see Lemma VIII 1.8 of [20].) Hence, 

(d/ds)/i:s)R - ^ s ) R - /Ts)iyR, for any R G l>{^. 

Hovever, for any R G E and x G D(T) ve have, via Theorem 

2.3.17, 

(d/ds)/i:s)Rx » (d/ds)ilT(s)R-^-T(s)x, 
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- -TilT(»)R^-T(9)3f + ilT(s)R-^-T(s)(-T)x 

Hence i?!;s)R » <3P|;s)R. Since R G D(H), a dense subset, is 

arbitrary, ve have Jff{s) - 6^9), In particular, JST' mO) 
• (SP![0) » <7. The proof of Theorem 3.3.6 is thus coi^lete. 

The result of the next theorem follovs from Theorem 2.3.18. 

Theorem 3.3.7 (see Theorem IX-1.19 of [19]) Let F(t) (in 

(3.1)) be continuously differentiable in ZQ(X) (resp. Z^(X)) 

for t i 0. For any RQ G /[^ (resp. JTg) and T satisfying 

(3.2), then R(t) given by 

t 

R(t) - /l[t)R̂  + |/l[t-s)F(s) ds, (3.8) 

vhere /|[t) is the semigroup generated by (7, and the integral 

in (3.8) is interpreted as a uniform (resp. strong) Bochner 

integral, is a uniformly (resp. strongly) classical solution 

of (3.1a) vith initial condition (3.1b). Conversely, the 

solution of (3.1) is uniquely determined by (3.8). 

Note tbat corollary 4.2.5 of Pazy [22] establishes the 

analogous result above for the vector-valued case. Also, 

corollary 4.2.6 of Pazy shovs (3.8) is a solution in X^ of 

(3.1) under the different (and incomparable) condition that 

F is uniformly continuous, F(s) G D[cl((;)l for all 

s G [0,t], and s -» cl(j[F(s)l is uniformly Bochner 

integrable on [0,tl. 
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CHAPTER IV 

UNIQIJENESS AND EHSTENCE FOR ABSTRACT 

RICCATI EQUATION 

4.1 Definitions and Notetion 

Throughout this chapter, the underlying space X is 

assumed to be L^ (|i). We shall give a local uniqueness and 

existence result for the Riccati initial-value problem (1.1) 

under some assumptions on T and A irtiich vill be given at 

appropriate points in the subsequent development. 

ttftfinjHnn 4.1.1 A strongly classical solution of the 

abstract Riccati equation (1.1) is a function, R(t), that 

lies in the class i^, defined in 3.1.1, and is such that the 

follovlng hold: 

(I) R(t) is differentiable in ^(X) on (0,x) ; 

(II) The initial condition (1.1b) holds; 

(III) The abstract Riccati equation is satisfied 

(vith the understanding that TR(t) * R(t)T is to be 

interpreted as cl((^[R(t)]); 

(IV) t -* each of TA(t), TB(t)R(t), R(t)T:(t) and 

R(t)TD(t)R(t) defines a continuous map from (0,x) 

to Za(X). 

Definition 4.1.1(17) turns out to be very restrictive. 

The coefficient TA(t) is required to exist as a bounded, 

linear operator for all t. Hovever, if TA(t) is unbounded 

for t in a set of positive measure, then equation (1.1) 

49 
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probably is intractable in general. For this reason, only 
the strongly mild solution, as defined in the follovlng, 
vill be obtained. 

Definition 4.1.2 If U is a bounded, linear operator from a 
Banach space X into a Banach space 7, then I^ vill denote 
the unique, bounded, linear extension of U to the closure of 
its domain. 

Since the semigroup ilif(t), generated by -T, has the 
properties expected of the exponential function, ve shall 
henceforth define 

e-^T, /'_^(t). (4.1) 

Then 

^l(t)(R) « e-^Tp (4.2a) 

rQ2{t)m -Re-tT̂  (4.2b) 

and 

/i:t)R - /'ta(t)i'(2(t)(R) - e-*^T5e-tT (4.2c) 

If^^jf^ 4 1 :̂  It T satisfies (3.2ii), then (e-^TT)b = Te-^^ 

for all t > 0. 

Proof: It is clear, via Theorem 2.3.10 and 2.3.8-II, that 
Te"^T i3 bounded on X for all t > 0. It follovs from 
Theorem 2.3.3-III that e'̂ '̂ T is bounded on a densely defined 

-tT 
domain and its extension is equal to Te ̂ ^ 
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4.2 The Rigorous Formulation of the 

Abstract Riccati Equation 

In vhat follovs ve shall define a solution concept that 

vill allov us to deal vith the case vhere the operators 

TA(t), TB(t), TC(t) and TD(t) are unbounded or the 

intersection of each of the ranges of A(t), B(t), C(t) and 

D(t) and the domain of T is the zero element. By Theorem 

3,3.7 ve find that if R is a classical solution of (3.1) and 

U(t-s)F(s) is strongly Bochner integrable from 0 to t, than 

(3.8) holds. This motivates the concept of a mild solution 

of (1.1) that vill be addressed later. Nov the basic 

problem is hov to interpret and justify the existence of a 

strong Bochner integral of U(t-s)F(s), vhere F(s) = TA(3) + 

TB(3)R(s) + R(s)TC(s) + R(3)TT)(s)R(3). With the help of 

Theorem 3.3.6, ve shall interpret U(t-s)F(s) as 

(U(t-s)(^^[A(s) + B(s)R(s) + (T-^R(s)T)^C(s) + 

(T'^R(s)T)^D(s)R(s)l 

^ich is equal to 

(e-(^-s)TT)l>{A(s) + B(s)R(s) + (T-iR(s)T)^C(s) + 

(T-^R(s)T)^D(s)R(3))e"<^"^)T. 

Definition 4.2.1 Define the integral operators Wi, i = 

1,2,3,4, as the follovlng: 

t 
WiR(t) = (SB)J (e-<t-s)TT)bj^(s)e-(^-5>T ^s, (4.3a) 

0 
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t 
f2R(t) - (SB)/ (e-(t-s)TVr)bB(3)R(3jg-(t-s)T ^s, (4.3b) 

0 

t 
- (SB)I (e-<t-8)1^)b(T-lR(s)T)^(s)e-(*^-8)Tds, (4.3c) 

0 

V<t) 
t 

- (SB)/ (e-<^-9)TT)b(T-lR(s)T)^(s)R(s)e-(<^-s)Tds. (4.3d) 
0 

Throughout this chapter all the integrals having 

operator-valued functions as an integrand vill be 

interpreted as strong Bochner integrals. For the sake of 

simplicity of notation, ve shall not use (SB) in front of 

the integral sign henceforth. To justify the existence of 

the above integrals, ve need another concept. 

For any x > 0, ve denote by A^ the linear space 

consisting of those continuous functions R mapping [0,y] 

into Ẑ '*'(X) such that each of 

(i) T"^R(t)T is bounded for all 0 i t i y, 

(11) each of 

lllRlly- sup ||R(t)|| (4.4a) 
Osct̂ y 

and 

^IIDjIy- ftup U(T-lD<t)T)b|U <4-4b) 
Ô trsy 
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is finite for every y 6 (0,x). By A^' ve denote the 
subclass of those R G 4 such that illRII, and ^||R||jj are 

finite. 

Clearly, each of (4.4a,b) defines a norm on ^j', and 
therefore so does the sum 

sllllx- i M I I x • -llllx (4.5) 

Theorem 4.2.2 Suppose R in 4^, for some x > 0, and A(t), 

B(t), C(t) and D(t) are positive operators from X - L^(ji) to 

X satisfying the follovlng: 

(I) A(t)x, B(t)x, C(t)x and D(t)x are order-bounded above by 

Ex :- (c/2)||x||e, ^ere c is a nonnegative real-valued 

number, and e is the function that is identically 

equal to 1; (4.6) 

(II) We further siq)pose T : X -» X is an operator such tbat 

(3.2) is satisfied, and 

T[xy] « T[x]y for all x in X and y in X* » L-([i). (4.7) 

Then each of Wj^(t)R, 1 « 1,2,3,4, is veil defined as a 

strong Bochner integral on X for all t in [0,yl, vhere y in 

(0,x). 

Proof: By Lemma 4.1.2 and the fact that R G i4,(', it 

follovs that the integrands in (4.3) are defined on X. To 

complete the proof, ve need to shov each of the integrals 

acting on any x G X exists as the usual Bochner integral. 

Since the cone E is reproducing, it suffices to shov the 

above is true for all k in E. We illustrate for the first 
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and last integrals; the others are obtained similarly. To 

that end, let k be in K, ve obtain 

t 
/ ||(e"(t'3)TT)bA(s)e"(t"3)Tk|| ds 
0 

t 
= / ||Te-(^"S)TA(s)e-<^"S)T]^ll ^s 

0 

t 
i / ||Te-(^-s>T^(c/2)||e"(^"^>'^k||e)|| ds 

0 

t 
s (c/2)||k|| / ||Te-<^-^>Te|| ds 

0 

t 
- (c/2)||k|| IIJ Te-^^-s^'^e ds||. 

0 

The operator A(3) has been replaced by E. Moreover, the 

last equality is justified by Theorem 2.4.13. Then the 

latter expression is bounded by 

(c/2)||k|| 11(1 - e-^'^)e|| < -. 

To complete the illustration, ve have 

/ ||(e-(t-»)TT)^(T-^R(s)T)^(s)R(s)e-<^-*>'^k|| ds 

0 

i (c/2) I ||Te-<t-»)T(T-lR(s)T)^(HR(s)e-<t-s>'rk||e}|| ds 

0 
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t 
* (c/2) | |k | | i l lRl ly / ||Te-(t-s)T(T-lp(3jT)l>e|| ds 

0 

t 
i (c/2) llkll illRlly / ||Te-(^-»)Te|| | |(T-^R(s)T)^e| U ds, 

0 

Irtiere both the fact that T satisfies (4.7) and the Holder 

inequality (see e.g., p.113 of [24]) have been used to 

justify the above estimates. The latter expression, 

hovever, is bounded by 

(c/2)||k|| iHRIIy «||R||y 11(1 - e-<^T)e|| < •.. 

The proof is thus complete. 

Dafinition 4.2.3 A strongly mild solution of the abstract 

Riccati equation (1.1) is a strongly continuous function 

R : [0,x] -» MX), for some x > 0, such that 

4 
R(t) - 2 WiR(t) -; WR(t) (4.8) 

1-1 

for all t G [0,x]. 

In the case that the coefficient operators are bounded, 

the mild solution may become a classical solution. For that 

situation ve refer to Pazy [22] for further study. 

4.3 Local Existence and Dfaioueness 

The task of this section is to shov a strongly mild 

solution of (1.1) exists for all sufficiently small, 

positive X. The solution ve construct vill lie in iî '̂ and 
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vill be the unique solution vithin that class. Let E and E^ 

be the cones of non-negative functions in X > L^(|i) and 

L*(|i), respectively, and Zt(X) be the Banach algebra of 

bounded operators on X that are positive relative to the 

cone E. We further si^pose T : X -> X is an operator such 

that the follovlng holds : 

(i) T satisfies (3.2) and (4.7); 

(iii) T and (T • Xl)'^ are positive for all X * 0 vith 

respect to the cone E. (4.9) 

A result that is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1.4 is 

recorded for subsequent use. 

PrQDQsition 4.3.1 It R E A^ D A^' , then R(t) G X^ . 

The action of the operators W^, as defined by (4.3), on 

the normed linear spaces Aj^* is to be studied. 

IiftlBffi 1 ̂  ̂  for any R G î t', ve have 

l.-M'lRllx ^ (c/2)||(I - e-^)e||, (4.10a) 

l,^IIV2R|lx * (c/2)ll(I - e-^)ell lUKHx- <^-^0^> 

l,.IIW3R|lx * (c/2)ll(I - e-^)e|| .||R|lx. (̂ -̂ Ô ) 

and 

l,^l|V4R|lx * (c/2) | | (I -a -^)e | | . l |Rllx lUKHx- ^^'^^"^ 

^ere the notation i ,^l |- Ux on t̂ « ^̂ ^̂  ^̂ ®̂ °̂  ^^'^^^ 
means that the same bound applies to either 11T 11 or 

^.ll-ll-
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Proof: We illustrate the proofs of these results for 

«.l|ViS|lx' ^0^0 i " 1'4. The results for illWj^RH,. vhere 

1 " 1,4, is similar to that of in Theorem 4.2.2. The other 

estimates are obtained similarly. Let k G E^. We find that 

||(T-WiR(t)T)^[k]|U 

t 
- I |T-^ / Te"<^"»>'rA(s)Te-<^-*>T[k] ds||^ 

0 

t 
i II J e-<^-»)TA(s)Te-«^-«)T[kl ds||^. 

0 

By Theorem 2.4.20 and the fact that M* l U is monotonic, the 

latter expression is bounded by 

t 
II / A(s)Te-<^-»)T[k] dsll^ 

0 

t 
i l l / (0/2)1|Te-<^-»>T[k]lie ds||^ 

0 

t 
i / ||(c/2)||Te-(^-*>'r[k]||e|U ds 

0 

t 
i (c/2) / I |Te-(t-»)'r[kl 11 ds 

0 

t 
i (c/2) / ||Te-(<^-«)T[el|| ||k||^ ds 

0 
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t 
* (c/2) II / ||Te-(^-»)T[el| ds|| ||k|U, 

0 

irtxere A(s) has been replaced by E, and Theorems 2.4.13 and 

the Holder Inequality bave been used. Yia Theorems 2.3.10, 

2.3.8-II and 2.3.4, ve have 

||(T-^iR(t)T)to[k]|U 

< (c/2) 11 (I - 0-3^)011 IlklU. 

It follovs from Lemma 2.4.10 that 

^IIWiRII, 1 (c/2) 11 (I - e-3cT)e||. 

Let us continue the proof for the case «»||W4R||2. 

To co^)lete the illustration, let k G EQ. We obtain 

||(T-lW4R(t)T)^[k]|U 

t 
- II / T"^Te-<t"'*)T(T-lp(3jT)J^^3)g(gjTe-(t-s)T[]^] ds||^ 

0 

t 
i l l / (T"^R(s)T)^(s)R(s)Te"(^"^)T[jj] ^ s H ^ 

0 

t 
*/ ||(T-iR(s)T)to||, ||D(s)R(s)Te-<t-»>T[kl||^ ds. 

0 

The Lemma 2.4.20 and I T 11« being monotonic bave been used 

to justify the above. Moreover, replacing D(s) by E, ve 

obtain 
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ll(T-W4R(^)T)^[l«IIU 

t 
* (c/2) ^IIRIIx / I |R(s)Te-(t-8>T[,^j I, ^s 

0 

t 
* (c/2) ^IIRII, / | |R(s) | | ||Te-(t-«)T[k]|| ds 

0 

t 
i (c/2) 1̂ |R| \^ il |R| \^ / I |Te-(t-s)Te| | | |ic| |^ ds 

0 

By Theorems 2.4.13 and 2.4.19, the latter expression is 
bounded by 

(c/2) ^IIRII, illRlljj llkll^ 11(1 - e-«Te)||. 

It follovs from Theorem 2.4.10 that 

* ll¥4R|lx s (c/2) ^IIRII, illRII, 11(1 - e-^e)||. 

Note also that 

4 
W(0) k 2 Wi(0) * 0 

i-1 

and is positive, since 0, T, A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t) are 

all positive operators. 

Clearly, the positivity of WR(t) is inherited from the 

positivity of R and the boundedness of T~^WR(t)T can be 

achieved by a similar argument as found in Lemma 4.3.2. 

Thoss facts along vith Lemma 4.3.2 lead to the follovlng: 
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T h W r ^ 13.3 Let R be in 4^, then WR(t) is in A^. 
Consequently, 4 ' - (0) is nonempty. 

LftMM 1 î il Let the bilinear operator U be defined by 

t 
U(F(t),G(t)) - / e-(t-s)Tjr(3)TO(s)G(s)e-(t-8)T da. (4.11) 

0 

If F, G G ilj', then U(F(t),G(t)) G A^;, and further, 

i^^||U(F,G)||, i (c/2)||(I-e-3tT)e|| ^| |F| l̂j ̂ 1 |G| |,. (4.12) 

The proof is similar to that of (4.10d) of Lemma 4.3.2. The 

details are thus omitted. 

We nov are ready to state and prove the primary result 

of this section and one of the major results of the 

dissertation. 

Theorem 4.3.6 For all sufficiently small positive x, there 

exists R(t) that lies in the class A^', hence in ^, by 

Proposition 4.3.1, and is a strongly mild solution of the 

abstract Riccati initial-value problem (1.1), in the sense 

of Definition 4.2.3. Furthermore, this is the unique 

solution of (1.1) vithin such ^c'. 

Proof: Let Ŝ ^ - {R(t) G X^: iMRIIx- «.ilR|lx ^ 1)- vhich 

is contained in 4^'. Consider W : S^ -> S^, vhere W is 

defined by (4.8) and Ŝ ^ is endoved vith norm 9I i' I lx defined 

in (4.5). Upon using the fact tbat 

W4R1 - W4R2 - U(Ri - R2,Ri) + U(R2,Ri - R2). 
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and combining Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.4, then 

si 1^1 -WRgllxi c||(I - e-«*)e||(3||R^ . R ^ \ \ ^ 

+ •!IRi - R2Ilx llIRlllx + llIRl - R2Ilx •IIR2Ilx) 

i c||(I - e-«')e|| 3||Ri -R2II, 

(1 + maxiillRilljj, •IIR2llx>) 

i 2c||(I - e-3cT)e|| S||R^ . p^Mx. (4.13) 

Since e " ^ is strongly convergent to the indentity in X, ve 

can take x sufficiently small so tbat 

2c||(I - e-3tT)e|| < 1. 

It follovs that if the above holds, W is a contractive 

mapping from S^ into itself. Existence and uniqueness, 

vithin Aj^*, of a solution for (1.1) then follovs from the 
Contractive Mapping Theorem. 

Theorem 4.3.6 Suppose c, as defined in (4.6), is not 

greater than 1/2. Then there exists a function R, that lies 

in the class A^*, lAiich is a strongly mild solution of the 
abstract Riccati equation (1.1). In this vay, ve say that 

the solution R exists globally. 

The proof is similar to Theorem 4.3.5 and is omitted. 

One vould expect physically that such a global existence 

result vould hold under the veaker restriction that c £ 1. 
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To that end, a distinct approach to such global existence is 

needed. We shall explore this in the next section. 

4.4 Global ETlatimca 

In this section ve establish existence of a globally 

defined (0 * t < •) solution to the abstract Riccati 

initial-value problem (1.1), provided o i l , vhere c is as 

defined in (4.6). Initially ve establish this for the case 

that 

A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t) are independent of t, (4.14) 

then ve use this result to obtain the general case. 

Throughout this section the assumptions on T, A(t), 

B(t), C(t) and D(t) remain the same and additionally A(t), 

B(t), C(t) and D(t) are continuously differentiable. In 

proving Lemma 4.4.2, ve need the additional smoothness of 

A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t) and R(t) to justify using the 

Leibniz rule. 

For any x > 0, ve denote by l^ the subclass of A^ such 
that R is continuously differentiable and 

2l|R||y- sup ||(T-lR(t)T)b|| (4.15) 

is finite for any y G (0,X), and additionally tbat R is 

monotone increasing in t in the sense of the cone E. 

Consider the follovlng equations 

4 
R(t) - 2 eWiR(t) :- WeR(t), (4.16) 

1=1 

vhere .̂Wĵ , 1- 1,2,3,4, are integral operators as defined in 
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(4.3) except vith (e-(^-»)TT)b replaced by (e-(t-»)TTp^)^ 

vhere Pj.is the projection operator defined in (3.2v). 

Theorem 4.4.1 Let R^ G 4^', x > 0, be a strongly mild 

solution of (4.16). If lim Re(t)h exists as c -» 0 and is 

equal to R(t)h for all h G E, then R(t) is a solution of 

(1.1) in the sense of Definition 4.2.3. 

Proof: It suffices to shov that the limit can be passed 

inside each of the integral signs of £Wj^R(t)h, vhere 1 « 

1,2,3,4 and h G E. The illustration for the cases 1-1,4 

vill be given, and the others can be obtained similarly. 

For 1 > 1, and h G E, ve bave 

I |Te-(t-s)Tp^(3)e-(t-s)T|-hj II 

i ||Te-(^-»)Tpjje]|| I |A(s)e-(t-«)T[h] | U 

£ (c/2) ||Te-(^-«>T[e]|| I |e-(^-»)T[h] 11. 

The Holder inequality has been used to justify the above. 

Moreover, A(s) has been replaced by E. The latter 

expression is bounded by 

(c/2) ||Te-(^-«)T[e]|| | |h| | -: P(s). 

This gives 

t t 
/ ||P(s)|| ds - (c/2) llhll / II Te-(^-»>T[e]|| ds 
0 0 
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t 
- (c/2) llhll II / Te-(t-8)'Il[e] ds || < (c/2) | |h| | < •. 

0 

The assertion nov follovs from Theorem 2.2.10. For 1 - 4 , 

and h G E, ve obtain 

I |Te"(^"»)Tpj^lR(s)T)^(3)R(s)e-(t-s)T|-h] j, 

£ ||Te"(^-»)T[e]|| ||Cr^R(s)T)^(s)R(s)e-(t-»)T[hl||^ 

< ||Te-(^-»)Te|| | |Cr^R(s)T)^| |̂  | |(c/2| |R(s)e-(t-»)T[h] | U 

< ||Te-(t-8)Te|| ,||R||x illrM^j ||h||. 

The remainder of the justification of the assertion for 1 -

4 is similar to that in the case 1 - 1 and is thus omitted. 

IiftBin 4 1 ?• Let (4.14) hold and R G 4 . If R is 

nondecr easing in t, then so is W(R(t). 

Proof: Let 

r(t> - PcTA(t) • Pj.TB(t)K<t) • Pj.TCrlR(t)T)^C(t) 

+ PpT(T-^R(t)T)^(t)R(t). 

Then 

t 
WjR(t) - / /^t-s)F(s) ds. 

0 

Note tbat F(t) above is bounded. Taking the strong 
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derivative of WR(t), via Theorem 2.3.18, ve obtain, since A 

t 
[d/dtlW^(t) - F(t) - (?( / iTt-s)F(s) ds ). 

0 

Since R(t) is nondecreasing in t, ve bave F(t) % F(s). 

Consequently, it follovs tbat 

/i;t-s)F(t) - IiT^{t-s)T{t)Ii,j^(t'S) 

i ilT(^"«)f(»)^-T(^"«) • /i;t-s)F(s) 

Thus, applying Theorem 2.3.3, ve see 

t 
[d/dt]WjR(t) % F(t) - <?( / /|;t-s)F(t) ds ) 

0 

- F(t) - [I -/|[t)]F(t) 

- /i;t)F(t) - e-^Tj.(t)e-tT ^ Q 

The fact tbat [d/dt]W{R(t)x is Bochner integrable is assured 

by the assumption that R G Z^. The assertion of Lemma 4.4.2 

then follovs from Theorem 2.4.18. 

If F(t) is unbounded or trivial, there vill be no base to 

ensure tbat the strong derivative of WgR(t) exists. It is 

this difficulty that requires our use of an indirect 

approach to shov existence of a global solution of (1.1). 

IiftBIOT M ;? If (4.14) holds, and R(t) G 4 , then 

||j.WiR(t)h + T-^j.WiR(t)Th| I < c/2 (4.17a) 
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|leW2R(t)h + T"ie*2K(^)1 l̂ I * (c/2) | |R(t)h| | (4.17b) 

|leW3R(t)h • T-ieW3R(t)Th| I < (c/2) 2llK|lt (4.17c) 

and 

|leW4R(t)h + T-ieW4R(t)Th| I ̂  (c/2) 2llR|lt I |R(t)h| | (4.17d) 

for all t G (0,x) and all h in E vith | |h| | - 1. 

Furthermore, then W^ maps JŜ  into itself. 

Proof: We illustrate the first assertion for (4.17a) and 

(4.17d); the other estimates are similarly obtained. For 

h G E, and I |h| I - 1, ve have 

|le.WiR(t)h • T-ie^iR(t)Th| I 

t 
- 1 1 / e-(<^-8)TTPeAe-(t-8>T+ T-U-(t-8)TTOgAe-(t-s)TT ds h| | 

0 

. II J e-(t-s)TTOgAe-(^-«)T+ e-(t-»)TTPeAe-«^-»>T] ds h| | 
0 

t 
- 11/ (/i:t-s)<;)̂ [PeA] d s h I L 

0 

Theorem 2.3.3-7 and 3.3.6, (3.3) and (4.2c) bave been used 

to justify the above. Note tbat the above integral is 

interpreted as a strong Bochner integral in the space 

^(Z(x)). The latter expression, via Theorem 2.3.4, is 
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equal to 

||[(I - itt))PcA] h|| £ IIAhll £ c/2 for all t G (0,X). 

Similarly, for any such h, ve have 

|leW4R(t)h + T-le*lR(t)Th|| 

t 
11 J e-(^-«>'%g(r^R(s)T)^R(s)e"(^"«>T 

0 

+ T-U"(^"^>'%jj(T"^R(s)T)^DR(s)e-(^-*>TT ds h| | 

t 
11 J e-(^-s)TTPj^lR(s)T)^R(s)e-(t-«)T 

0 

• e-(^-*>Tpj<T"lR(s)T)^R(s)Te-(^-5>Tds h||. 

Replacing R(s) by R(t), ve have that this is bounded above 

by 

t . 
II / (/![t-s)<;)^[Pc(T~^R(t)T)^DR(t) ds h| | 

0 

i 11(1 -/l[t)PeCr"^R(t)T)^DR(t) hi I 

1 ||Pf.(T-lR(t)T)^DR(s) h|| 

i (c/2) 2llRlit IIR(t)h|| 
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for all t G [0,x). The last assertion of the lemma is 

clear, vhich completes the proof of Lemma 4.4.3. 

ThMfgl 1 1 1 The operator W^, as defined in (4.16), is 

continuous on Aj^' vith respect to the norm 3I M ly defined 

in (4.10). Consequently, it is also continuous on X^ vith 
respect to the norms ^11 • | |y and •»! I • I ly. 

Proof: The proof follovs directly from (4.13). 

Ii?TMfffi 1 1 ff Suppose (4.14) holds vith c < 1. Then there 

exists a function R in the class Z^, hence R(t) in Ĵ , vhich 

satisfies 

2IIRII.. -: sup II T-lR(t)T)l>|| ^ c 
ô t<« 

that is a strongly mild solution of the abstract Riccati 

initial-value problem (4.16), in the sense of Definition 

(4.2.3). 

Proof: Let the sequence R(^) be defined by 

R(n+1) . v^(n)^ p(0) . 0. 

It follovs from Lemma 4.4.3 tbat each 211^^^^lit '̂  *' ^̂ ^ 

all t G [0,x) and X arbitrary, but then Lemma 4.4.3 also 

shovs that, for any x > 0, ve bave 

l|p(n+l)(t)h + T-^R('^+l)(t)Th|| 

i (c/2)[l + ||R(»>(t)h||][l + 2llK^"^llxl' (̂ -̂ Q) 
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for all t G [0,x) and all h in E vith | |h| | - 1. By Lemma 

4.4.3 2llR<^>llt is finite for all n G N. Thus, let e > 0 

be given, and Dj. a subset of [0,x) x {h G E n D(T) : 

I |h| I - 1) such that if (t,h) G Dg, then 

I |T-iR(»+i)(t)Th| I i 2l IR^^*^^I lx - e. (4.19) 

Then (2.8), (4.18) and (4.19) give 

2l|R(^*^>|lx i e+ (c/2)(l + 2llR^'^^llx) 

+ (c/2)(l + 2llR^"*llx)IIR^^^(t)^ll 

- ||R(»+i)(t)h|| for (t,h) G Dg. 

An inductive proof shovs, hovever, tbat R(n+1) ^ R(n). 

Recall also that the norm in E is monotonic. These facts 

lead to 

||R(n+l)(t)h|| at ||R(a)(t)h||. 

Hence, 

2l|R(»*^)|lxi e + cmaxf 1, 2llR^^^llx > 

+ c max{ 0, 2llR^^^llx " i)IIR^^^(t) h||, for (t,h) G DJ. 

Nov if ve make the inductive assumption that 

2l|R(»>|lx i c (ii). 
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vhlch clearly is true for n - 0, it follovs that 

2llR<^>ll X * € + C. 

Since e is arbitrary, 2115^*^*^^llx * ^' *• ^^ claim for 

every h G E and t i 0, {R(»)(t)h} is a monotonic 

norm-bounded sequence. To see this, ve first note that T"^ 

is positive and it follovs that T^^h G E. Hence, 

{T"^R(»>(t)TT-^h} - {T"iR(»)(t)h} 

is norm bounded. Horeover, E is a fully regular cone, thus 

T"iR(n)(t)h converges (in n) upvard to a limit, say y. It 

follovs that R(^^(t)h ^ Ty. Using the fact that the norm is 

monotonic, ve thus conclude the assertion. We then may 

define R(t)h as 

R(t)h - lim R(»)(t)h. 
n->» 

By the Honotone Convergence Theorem, (see p. 227 of [24]) or 

continuity of the operator Wj. (see Theorem 4.4.4) ve conclude 

that 

R(t)h - lim R(»)(t)h - lim WjR(»)(t)h - WjR(t)h, 
n->«» n-»«» 

for every h G E, vhich gives R(t) - WeR(t). The proof is 

thus completed. 

Theorem 4.4.5 Suppose c, as defined in (4.6), is not 

greater than 1. Then there exists a function R lying in the 

class ^, hence R(t) lies in JT̂ , vhich satisfies 211^11«» ^ 
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c, and is a solution of the abstract Riccati initial-value 

problem (4.16), in the sense of Definition (4.2.3). 

Proof: Let the approximation R(^)(t) be constructed 

precisely as in the proof of the preceding theorem, and 

further let i^^)(t) be constructed similarly except vith the 

mappings A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t) replaced by the constant 

E, as defined in (4.6). Then the inequality 

R('^)(t) :£ iE<»)(t) 

is clear, and the desired results follov as in the proof of 

Theorem 4.4.5. These steps coiq)lete the proof. 

Theorem 4.4.7 The solution R of the abstract Riccati 

initial-value problem (4.16) constructed in Theorem 4.4.6 

satisfies 

illRII^ :- sup ||R(t)|| £ c/(l-c), for 0 < c < 1. 

Proof: It is clear, via (4.17) and 2I |R| I* * 1- " Just 

established in the preceding theorem, that 

ll|R<^*^>ll-. i c + c I I | R ( » > I U . 

An induction gives 

n 
ll|R<^^IU:s 2 cJ«. 

k-O 

Hence, 

j^llRII^ 1 c/(l-c) for 0 < c < 1. 
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The proof is thus completed. 

We note that, for c - 1, it is still unclear vhether 

the solution constructed in Theorem 4.4.5 is finite vith 

respect to the norm ĵl |' 11«. 

Theorem 4. 4.8 Suppose c, as defined in (4.6), is not 

greater than 1. Then there exists a function R lying in the 

class 4 , hence R(t) lies in JT̂ , vtdch satisfies 2liR|l«. ̂  

c, and is a solution of the abstract Riccati initial-value 

problem (1.1), in the sense of Definition (4.2.3). 

Proof: Fro each e > 0, let jR(^)(t) be the iteration 

sequence R(^^(t) constructed in Lemma 4.4.5. We denote the 

limit of the sequence by (R(t), ^^ch is a solution of 

(4.16). It is clear then that eiR(^>(t) 2 e2^(^^(t), 

vhenever d < e2, so ^R(t) % £2R(t). Consequently, 

Cr^giR(t)T)^^h It Cr^e2K(»>(t)T)V^h for h G E. 

It follovs from 2lle^ll«> ^ c, for all c and the cone being 

fully regular tbat T"^{R(t)h converges upvard to a limit, say 

y. It then follovs that {R(t)h 1 Ty. Using the fact tbat 

the norm is monotonic, ve see that for each h the sequence 

{^(t)h} is monotonic and norm-bounded. The assertion of the 

theorem is obtained from the fact tbat E is fully regular 

and Theorem 4.4.1. 
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4.5 Exttairiiifr^Tî y ^^ r/^w^mmr 
of the SQlnt.|iyy^ 

In this section ve vill give conditions under \rtiich a 

solution of (1.1) can be locally extended and under vhich a 

solution is continuous, in the sense of the mapping t -* 

R(t), relative to either of the norms |||i or ̂ ||||, as 

defined in the follovlng: 

By J ve denote those operators R in Zt(X) such that 

M R U < • (4.20a) 

and 

• M R U : - II(T-1RT)1>|U < -. (4.20b) 

Lemma 4.51 If R G ^̂  is a strongly mild solution of the 

abstract Riccati initial-value problem (1.1), then R(t) G A 
for all t in [0,x). 

The proof follovs from Lemma 4.3.2. 

T.̂ MB̂  4 fr p{ If X > 0, and R G ^̂  is a strongly mild 

solution of the abstract Riccati equation (1.1) such that 

either of il|R|lx cr «»||R|lx is finite, then so is the other 

norm. 

Proof: Siqppose that «»||R|lx is finite. Then Lemma 4.3.2 

gives the estimate 

lllKllu 

i (0/2)11(1 - e-"T)e||(i + i||R||u)(l + •IIRIIx)^ 

file:///rtiich
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for any u G (0,x). By choosing u sufficiently small so that 

c||(I - e-"T)e||(i + ^iiRiij^) < 2, the inequality above 

ii^lies tbat illRHy is finite for all sufficiently small 

positive u. Thus v:- sup { z G [ 0 , X ) : iMRMg < - } > 0. 

Let tQ G (0,v), and 

Ro(t)> /(t-to)R(to). (4.21) 

It is clear then that 

4 
R(t) - Ro(t) + 2 Wi(to)R(t) (4.22) 

i«l 

vhere the operators Wi(to) are defined by (4.3), except vith 

the lover limit on the respective integrals replaced by tg. 

Therefore, 

lllRlly* illR|lto+ (c/2)[(I - e-(^-to)T)el 

[1 * •IIRIlx K i * illRllv 1-

Note that il|R|lto î̂ d «»||R|lx are finite. Hence, by 

choosing tg sufficiently close to v, ve conclude that 

ĵ llRlly is finite, vhence v - x. The same argument shovs 

that illRllx '^ ** implies «»||R|lx < ^* vhich completes the 
proof. 

Theorem 4.5.3 Suppose x > 0, and let R G iiĵ  be a strongly 

mild solution of the abstract Riccati initial-value problem 

(1.1) such tbat illRllx or »||R|lx is finite. Then there 

exists z > X such tbat R can be extended to a strongly mild 

solution of (1.1) belonging to A^, 
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Proof: Suppose such an extension exists, and let it also 

be denoted by R. If 0 i tg < x < z, and for t G [ X , Z ] , let 

Rg(t) be as in (4.21). Therefore, if 

P(t) :- R(t) - Ro(t), 

it follovs that 

3 3 
P(t) - 2 Wi(tg)Rg(t) + 2 Wi(to)P(t) 

i-1 1-2 

+ V4(^0)tR0 + PI -' V(to)P(t). (4.23) 

On the other hand, if P(t) satisfies (4.23) and P(t) G A for 
each t G (tg,z), then the desired extension is provided by 

defining R(t) - Rg(t) + P(t). Thus ve concentrate on 

(4.23) for the remainder of the proof. Let i^'(tg), 

ll |-1l2(tg) and ^111l2(tg) be defined as, respectively, 

A ^ \ ll I' I Iz ^^ «»ll- llz' except for functions defined on 

[tg,z]. Then, precisely as in the Lemma 4.3.1, ve can shov 

tbat Wj^(tg), 1 - 1,2,3,4, map i^'(tg) into itself, and 

further tbat if P G i^i(tg), then estimates similar to 

(4.11) hold for i,^| |Wi(tg)P| l2(tg), except vith 

11(1 - e-«T)e|| -. 11(1 - e-(z-to)T)e||, 

and 

l,-l|R|lx ^ l,-»IIP|l(tg). 

Similarly, if the bilinear form U(tg)(F,G) is defined by 

(4.11), except vith the lover limit on the integral replaced 

by tg, then F, G G i^'(tg) implies U(tg)(F,G) G -^'(^o)- ^^ 
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l,^||U(F,G)||2(tO) < (0/2)11(1 - e-(2-to)Te|| 

••lirilx(tg) • il|G||,(tg). 

Nov let M - sllRII,, and further let 

sllllz(to) •• lirilz(to) + -ll.llz(to)-

Then it follovs from the estimates outlined in the preceding 

paragraph, as in Theorem 4.3.5, that if 

S - { F G 4'(tg) : II|F||2(tg), ^||F||2(tg) i M }, 

then W(tg) is a contractive mapping on S into itself, 

relative to 9ll'|lz(tg^, provided the inequality 

c||(I - e"(2-tg)T)e|| ^ nin ^ ^^^ + 3M + 4M2)-i,(l + 2M)"^ } 

holds. We can insure this by choosing tg and z sufficiently 

close to X, from belov and above, respectively. The 

existence of a unique solution of (4.23) in S follovs from 

the Contractive Happing Theorem. This completes the proof 

of Theorem 4.5.3. 

Lemma 4.5. 4 Suppose R G i<̂  is a strongly mild solution of 

the abstract Riccati initial-value problem (1.1), and 

tg e [0,x). If Rg is as defined by (4.21), then the limit 

relation. 

lim Rg(t) - R(tg), 
t-*to+ 
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holds in A, relative to either of the norms M M or ̂  11 • 11, 

as defined by (4.20). 

Proof: Since R G A^, it follovs from Lemma 4.5.1 that 

l|S(tg)|| < «, hence R(tg) lies in X^ - Z(X). The fact tbat 

/"is strongly continuous (see Theorem 3.3.6) gives 

||[I - /![t-tg)]R(tg)|| -. 0 as t -̂  tg+, 

imich shovs, via (4.21), that Rg(t) -> R(tg) in the sense of 

the standard norm, 11' 11. It remains to shov the limit 

holds in the sense of «»11 - 11. Nov, 

/i;t-tg)(T-iR(tg)T)l> 

- e-(t-to)VlR(tg)Te-(t-to)T 

^T-le-(t-tg)Tp(tQ)(e-(t-tg)TT)b 

- {T-Mt-tg)[R(tg)lT)b. 

Since (T"^R(tg)T)^ G ^^^(X), the strong continuity of /l[t-tg) 

gives 

| | [ I - /!;t-tg)](T-iRT(tg))^|| -> 0 as t -̂  tg+. 

Hence, 

[I-/i:t-tg)](T-^R(tg)T)b -̂  0 as t -̂  tg+. 

Consequently, 
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||{T-l(I-/l[t-tg)[R(tgj)T}b||^ 

- ll[I"ii;t-tg)l(T-lR(tg)T)^|U -* 0 as t -» tg+. 

The proof is thus complete. 

Theorem 4.5.5 If R G ^̂  is a strongly mild solution of the 

abstract Riccati initial-value problem (1.1), then the 

mapping t -> R(t) is continuous relative to the norms ^W- \\ 
or ^llll. 

The proof is the direct consequences of Lemma 4.5.4 and the 

estimates similar to those of Theorem 4.5.3. 
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CHAPTER Y 

APPLICATIONS 

This chapter contains tvo physical models leading to an 

equation of the form (1.1). Both of them involve a 

time-independent one-dimensional transport problem in a 

plane-parallel layer of finite thickness. We refer to 

[2,3,39,40] for further physical and mathematical background 

regarding this problem. For both of these models ve shall 

specify the operators R(t), T, A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t), 

the norms ill* llx' «||-11^ Q̂ nd 2II' Mx' ^^ ^^ semigroi^s 

generated by T and <?, respectively. All models vill involve 

an unbounded operator T. 

5.1 The Reflection Eemel for an Isotropicallv 

Scattering Homogeneous Hedium 

Consider the reflection kernel for particle transport 

(or radiative transfer) in a spatially inhomogeneous, 

isotropically scattering plane-parallel layer of finite 

thickness. 

^^/ .. yi i . / 
—(z,u,u') + (- • -p)r(z,u,u') 
dz u u' 

79 
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cU),l . 1 
2 

0 
(^41'<''"••"')""• *r^'»".'""^'i"' 

1 1 

j ^r(z,u,u")r(z,u"',u')du"'du"') 
0 0 

z at 0, u, u' G (0,1]. (5.1a) 

r(0,u,u') - 0, u,u" G(0,1]. (5.1b) 

The earlier studies most closely related to this 

problem are those of Meyer [3] and Bailey [2], and recently 

by Nelson [4] and Juang [4,5]. References 4 and 5 made use 

of a technique originated by Nelson [5]. 

In this case ve take X - Li(0,l], and E - the set of 
the nonnegative functions in L^(0,11. In Chapter II, ve 

have mentioned that such a E is a fully regular and strongly 

minihedral cone in X such that the norm is monotonic, 

relative to E. We define R(z), T and A(z)(- B(z) - C(z) -

D(t)) by 

1 
[R(z)h] (u) - / r(z,u,u' )h(u') du' (5.2) 

0 

[Thl(u) - (l/u)h(u), (5.3) 

and 

1 
[A(z)h](u) - (c(z)/2)| h(u') du' (5.4) 

0 
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lifflM ?il 1 The operator T, as defined by (5.3), satisfies 

(3.2), (4.7) and (4.7). 

We have shovn T satisfies (3.2.i-iv) and (4.9) 

previously in Chapter II. The verification of (4.7) is 

trivial. Note that Xg - L^[e,l]. Hence PjT - TP^ forV e > 

0, ^ere P^ is the projection of X onto X̂ . along L^[0,c]. 

Lemma 5.1.2 Let c(z) ̂  0 be a continuous and bounded 

function over z % 0. Then A(z), defined in (5.4), satisfies 

(4.6). 

Let r(z,u,u') be essentially nonnegative. 

Define 

1 

, ||r|L :- e " s^P f |r(z,u,u')| du. 

Qizix ^ 

f u|r(z,u,u' )| . , 
I |r| 1̂  :- ess sup '-^-^, '- du', 

Oiilx 0 

and 

A 

f u|r(z,u,u')| . 
Ilrll, :- ess sup -^-^, du. 

O^z^x 0 

•man illRllx - i^lrll,, »||R|lx - - j U n i x *^ 

zllRllx- Ijlinix-
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Proof: We illustrate the proofs for ^\m\^ and illRllx, 

and the other equalities are obtained similarly. Nov 

||(T-lR(z)T)to||^- sup ||(T-1R(Z)T)J^|U 

llltll .1 

1 
- ess sup 11 (u/u' )r(z,u,u' )h(u') du' | 

llbli -1 0 

i - j l l r l U , 

So «||R|lx £ «>jilr|lx- Since r(z,u.u') is essentially 

nonnegative, the equality can be achieved by letting h(u) < 

1. Similarly, ve bave 

IllRllx M ^ l l r l l ^ 

To complete the proof, let e > 0 be given. There exists a 

set of positive measure D - {(u',z) G (0,1] x [0,x]} such 

tbat 

1 
J |r(z,u,u')| du £ i(hl|r||x - e, 
0 

for (u',z) G D. For each z G [0,xl, let D^ - {u' G (0,1] 

(u',z) G D), and E - {z G [0,xl : Dj has positive Lebesgue 

measure}. For v G E, let fy be a nonnegative, Lebesgue 

Integrable function, vith ||fy|| - 1 and support in D2. 

Then 

l|R(z)fYll 
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1 
- / I J r(z,u,u' )f„(u') du' I du 

0 J>z 

1 
- / i r(z,u,u' )fy(u') du' du 

I>z 0 

i Kfllrllx - e. 

Thus, 

illRllx i i(Dllr|lx - e. 

Since E has positive measure, ve bave coi^)leted the proof 

T.Mtiia ^ 1 4 Let ilT(t) and /|[t) be the semigroups 
generated by -T and (7̂  respectively, ^ere T and <? are 
defined in (5.3) and (3.3), respectively. Then 

[ilT.(t)h](u) - e-(^-'^)h(u), 

and 

[(ii:t)R)hl(u) - e-(t''^)Re-(^^^)h(u) 

1 
- / e-t(^^^ *^^^' )r(z,u,u' )h(u') du' 

0 

Theorem 5.1.5 For sup c(z) i 1, equation (5.1) has a 

global solution. For sup c(z) > 1, equation (5.1) has a 

local solution. 
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In fact, the concrete existence and uniqueness results 

of (5.1) (see [4]) require only tbat for almost all u and 

u',z (G [0,x)) -> r(z,u,u') is absolutely continuous on 

[0,x), c(z) is a Lebesgue measurable, essentially 

nonnegative, and essentially bounded real-valued function, 

defined on [0,*), and for almost all u and u', (5.1) is 

satisfied for almost all z G [0,x). The abstract existence 

and uniqueness of this vork require tbat R(z), A(z), B(z), 

C(z) and D(z) are continuously differentiable for the global 

case and continuous for the local case. Horeover, because 

of the technical diffculty ve vere unable to establish an 

equivalent integral formulation of (1.1). Hence, only mild 

solutions vere sought in the abstract case, as opposed to 

"strongly classical solutions" in the concrete case. The 

reasons for those differences are the follovlng: 

(I) The equation in (5.1) is interpreted as in the 

"classical pointvise sense," as opposed to the "abstract 

strong sense" in (1.1). 

(II) The differentiation and continuity of the functions in 

(5.1) is again interpreted as in the "classical pointvise 

sense," as opposed to the "abstract strong sense" in (1.1). 

It vould be interesting to study the relationship 

betveen these questions. 

6.2 The Reflection Kernel for an Anisotropically 

Scattering Inhomogeneous Itedium 

In our earlier analysis in this chapter, ve assumed 

that the scattering probability vas isotropic [i.e. 
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c(z,u,u') - c(z), independent of u]. Hovever, in many cases 
this assumption is inadequate, so ve are led to systems vith 
general scattering lavs. Since ve are not avare of any vork 
tovard the analytical solution of this system, it seems 
appropriate to provide some perspective about results for 
the associated linear tvo-point boundary problem, i.e., the 
general one-speed transport equation. The extension of the 
singular eigenfunction method to this equation vas first 
given by Hike [42]. The method of vriting the boundary 
value problem in integral form vas originated by Hopf [43], 
systematically exploited by Busbridge [44] and for general 
models of transport in inhomogeneous media and 
plane-parallel geometry vas studied by Nelson [45]. We also 
mention the recently developed theory of abstract kinetic 
equations (see, [46] and other vorks cited therein). We nov 
consider the equation for the reflection kernel in a 
spatially inhomogeneous and anisotropically scattering 
plane-parallel layer of finite thickness. 

ar(z,u,u') , 1 1 ^ , ,, c j z ^ u ^ 

1 
1 

+ 
2u 

0 

^ I c^(z,u,u")r(z,u",u') du' 

f c.(z,u",u') 
+ J r(z,u,u-)-^i—jp du" 

0 
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11 n c.(z,u",u"') 
r(z,u,u") r(z,u"',u') du"'du", (5.5a) 

00 

r(0,u,u') - 0, (5.51,) 

vhich is the corresponding Riccati equation associated vith 

the linear transport equation. In the follovlng, ve shall 

only identify the operators A(z), B(z), C(z) and D(z), the 

other operators remain the same as in the preceding section. 

1 
[A(z)h](u) - [D(z)h](u) - (1/2)/ c+(z,u,u')h(u') du'. (5.6) 

0 

1 
[A(z)h](u) - [D(z)h](u) - (1/2)1 c+(z,u,u')h(u') du'. (5.7) 

0 

To apply the results of the abstract Riccati equation, 

ve need to make technical restrictions on ĉ . and c , namely, 

both are Lebesgue measurable, essentially nonnegative, and 

essentially bounded real-valued functions, defined on [0,«») 

X (0,1]2. Horeover, suppose 

c:- ess sup c (z,u,u') i 1. 

0<u,u*<l 

Then (5.5) has a global solution r(z,u,u') tbat is bounded 

in the sense of norm ijl I' II- Ve also mention tbat for c < 

1, the solution r is also bounded in the sense of norm 

1011-11-
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CHAPTER YI 

CONaUDING REHARES 

We conclude this dissertation by suggesting the 

follovlng related matters as possible topics for further 

investigation: 

a. It vould be of considerable interest to apply the 

results of the analysis of the abstract Riccati equations to 

the time-dependent transport for reflection kernels, i.e., 

see [ p. 214 of 47]. One possible vay to attack the problem 

is by first using the standard techniques of solving 

problems of quasi-linear first-order partial differential 

equations. 

b. It vould be desirable to rigorously establish various 

relationships betveen the abstract Riccati equations an the 

corresponding abstract tvo point boundary-value problems 

(abbreviated here as TPBVP), vhich bave been recently veil 

developed (see, e.g., [46] and other vorks cited therein). 

The solution of the Riccati equations can be developed by 

exploiting the connection vith TPBVP. This is at the 

essence of Tartar's [14] and Bailey's [2] approach. 

c. Let A(t) - T"U(t), B(t) - C(t) - 0 and D(t) - T - % ( t ) . 

Then (1.1) can be vritten as 

R'(t) + TR(t) + R(t)T- Ai(t) + R(t)Di(t)R(t) (6.1a) 

87 
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R(0) - 0, (6.1b) 

vhere Aj^(t) and Dj^(t) are not necessarily bounded. It vould 

be interesting to study (6.1) rigorously. It may bave 

applications to optimal pursuit problems (see e.g., [3,11]) 

ana filtering problems (see in particular 5.1 of [48] and 

the vork cited therein). 

d. The reason ve bave hypothesized the subspaces X^ in (3.2) 

is to insure that the operator <?, as defined in (3.3), 

essentially generates a strongly continuous semigroup of 

contractions, as shovn by Theorem 3.3.6. Hence, an 

alternate hypothesis leading to (/generating such a 

semigroup so that Theorem 3.3.6 still applies vould also 

serve the purpose. One possible direction to tbat end may 

be by studying the Banach space generated by a veakly 

compact, absolutely convex set (see, e.g., [49]) and the 

related "long sequence" (i.e. Lemma 5-5 of [49]) of linear 

projections. 

e. Finally, it vould be desirable to extend our framevork 

to a more general Banach space. This seems likely to be at 

least for the local case. 
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